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Jack Da, is guilty 
Proceeds from the Second Annual Rain Dance 
held by the K. I .T.C.B. Radio Club waspresented 
to Jack Green, Hospital Administrator by Anna 
Made Long, club president ~nd Frank Smirf itt ,  
I)ast I)resident of the Kiwanis Club at the K . I .T ,  
Club General Meeting held September 10 at the 
Elk's Hall, The money wil l  be used to help 
purchase a portable Incubator for the hospital. 
R.C.M.P. barn ]turners testify 
a more reliable ptck'up truck 
from a friend of Brodeur. 
Crammed into the front 
seat of the pickup truck, 
sitting on each others' laps, 
the Mounties drove back to 
the barn and finally 
coil. 
'I~e men returned to 
Montreal at dawn that 
morning and reported for 
work a few hours later. They 
never again discussed the 
incident among themselves, 
later congratulated him and 
Daigle "for a job well done." 
Dubue said he saw other 
Mounties" committing illegal 
ac ts - -b reak ' ing  in to  
buildings, planting illegal 
electronic eavesdropping 
By KITTY McKINSEY 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  Mem- 
bers of the disbanded RCMP 
security service dirty tricks 
unit told a royal commission 
Monday how they managed 
to burn a barn near Montreal 
despite several' problems. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Jack Davis, former tran- 
sport minister in Premier 
Bill Bennett's Social Credit 
government, Monday was 
found guilty ,of defrauding 
the provincial Crown of 
$1,074 by misrepresenting 
his travel expenses. 
County court judge J. J, 
Anderson adjourned the 
matter for sentencing to 
Sept. 18. 
• The judge fotlnd Davis not 
guilty of an alternative theft 
charge. 
Davis, MLA for North 
Vancouver-Seymour, ad- 
mitted uring his trial that 
he obtained refan~ on first- 
class air tickets paid for by 
the provincial government. 
The cuurt was told the re- 
funds ranged up to $204 a 
ticket and were sent directly 
to Davis at his request, 
.The refunds came because 
Davis would request a 
change from first-class 
travel to economy when be 
arrived at the airport, the 
court wan told. 
WRITTEN JUDGMENT 
In his written reasons for 
judgment, Judge Anderson 
said: "The facts are not in 
dispute." 
"As a cabinet minister, 
Mr, Davis was entitled to use 
firetelass air transportation 
at government expense 
while travelling in the public 
service," said the judge. "On 
a number of occasions, he 
exchanged his first-class 
ticket for the less expensive 
economy fare for either the 
whole or a portion of the 
travel involved and directed 
that he refund for the differ- 
enee in price be forwarded to 
him at his home address. ' 
"In addition, there were 
two occasions when he  
claimed refunds, amounting 
in all to somewhat less than 
$100, for unused portions of 
his ticket when he had 
travelled by alternate 
means .  
"The total amount 
received by him from all 




"Th~ defence submission 
is that the accused, as a 
member of the cabinet, 
undertook the travel in 
question i  the public service 
and accordingly was entitled 
to an amount equal to the 
applicable first-ciaas air fare 
as a non-accountable 
Judge Anderson oted that allowance," said Judge 
defence lawyer Allan Anderson. 
McEachern submitted that "In short, the defence sub- 
Davis was legally entitled to mits that the amount of the 
whatever money he received first-class air fare is the 
by way of refund and that it amount of the travel 
is no offence for a person to allowance to which the ac- 
obtain money which is cused was entitled and he 
rightfully his. "committed no offence in 
obtaining or keeping any 
The judge cited the statute unexpended portion of this 
governing government allowance. 
members' expenses and said "With some reluctance, I 
the first-class air fare has must admit I am unable to 
been fixed as the'arbitrary-accept (the defence) sub- 
top limit for travel l ing missions." 
Rebels still seek to topple Somoza 
managed toset fire to it with Dubuc and Bredeur said. dev ices - -and get t ing  
Sgt. Bernard Duhuc and the remainingquartof motor Dubuc said that McCteery promoted wRhin the force. 
MASAYA, Nicaragua 
(AID) -- Fierce hand.to-hand 
, street battles erupted here 
and in other Nicaraguan 
cities Monday as govern- 
ment troops fought rebel 
forces seeking to topple the 
regime of President 
Anastasio Sem~za. 
Unofficial sources aid as 
many as 200 persona may 
have beefi killed in the fresh 
outbreak of civil strife that 
has raged since late 
Saturday night. 
"There is no longer any 
rolled into the city in trucks. 
No official casualty figures 
were available, but refugees 
fleeing Masaya said they had 
seen dozens of bodies, both of 
civilians and national 
guardsmen, in the city 
hospital and the morgue. 
RIGHT TO SHOOT 
Semoza, whose family has 
ruled the Central American 
country for 41 years, has de. 
dared martial law in 
Manaya, 29 kilometres 
southeast of Managua, the 
capital, and Esteli, 144 
patrolled the city. Sporadic 
gunfire was heard through 
the night in workingclaos 
districts, 
Red Cross, business 
leaders and other sources 
said damage in the capital 
since the latest upristng 
began Saturday is estimated 
at more than $2 million. 
Seurcessald the fighting in' 
Esteli was as violent as that 
in Masaya, but telephone 
lines to the city were out and 
the reports could not be 
confirmed. 
The ctfiwent crisis 
threatening .Somoza began 
Aug. ~2 when Sandintsto 
guerrillas took over the main 
government building here; 
held about 1,500hootages and 
forced the president to free 
59 imprisoned Sandinistas, 
pay the guerrillas $500,000 
and let the prisoners and 
their liberators leave the 
count ry .  
A nationwide strike, called 
by opposition, political 
parties and joined by the 
Sgt. Claude Brodeur, doubt; it is a civil war," said kilometres to the north, giv. country's mater business 
members of the security __  _ I . Alvarro Chamorro, vice- ing troops the right to shoot NO DETAILS ,,r,ani~tioas 'h , ,o .  a, ,, 
service m Montreal, told the " resident of the anti-samara " ~ "" ' ~ . . . .  • " p on sight. The national guard has not ' 
McDonaldroyalcommlssion l ' rem]er  I .ww~#~.ml J , r~=~ . Conservativepurty. People fleeing the centre released any details of easu. 25. 
into RCMP wrongdoings - -  ' ' I . L¥11/ :g l l  " I I I I I~ i~L~L[L~L IL  " Masaya, a ' rebel of Mssaya said Sandinista alties or:action:against the Somoza, who says he 'is 
they were ordered to burn ~ ' . .  . . . , [  " stronghold, reverberated Liberation Front guerrillas rebels except o say that it battlittg Communists for 
the harn:'in.May, 1972, to • ~'.,~..,.,,~.,,,.~ J [ 1~| | [  . . . . .  4 ' : . r withthe crack of small arms controlled, much 5]~,. the hadbegun'.'the~- " ; ..... control, of the,country, has 
prevent a meeting of Front • ~HMi I " i l i |U J . I I  I~ . . . , .  j~ , , ,m;~i~. ,w .n , , ,~  . .:~ 'i<~l~¢~tho~gfi,c~dpdg. an  d~:w~tow~.ar~. '~ - ;  oeut~aiiotionandeaptureof vowed to remain in office 
• de Ubmmon-~du.,.,~u.~.o.~,..:q,,.~-.J~:: ........ ,~.,., ........ I: :~-, ...... : , JK#, ,~. . :~ ,~ ' -~Mf~' -~ J~V~ ,-;:-~,:, :.,! ,.;m,¢~!,ie~p~..fi~e:~'~:te~,,~:,~In:i¢~¢gua.~ h~vilv~. ~ St~¢~g~veelements m m~ untU hts e}e.cte~.,.~tx-year 
(FLQ).. militants ~na ' " " " - ' . : . :;. ~¢  :~, .  ~;~- -~,  ~ ' ..... ,. ' national guard soldiers-' armed ' .:guard troops cilles'ofMasaya andEsteli." ~ ex~Ir~S~ig~L: '~, " 
rev01utionary .Black Pan- • ~ • _ ," ' . ~ ', • • . ~ '  . -~i 
t~.rk fEm~ the United States. '~ ,~. ,~ i~1r~,~ A Washington State man, 'Police say the. man was 
Such a meeting eould have ' ' ~" ~""~'~."~ ' "  Richard Miller will nndergo obviously involVedinafight! 
bad a disastrous impact with" • " . surgery at Mills Memorial but' refused to name his 
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) Hospital today on his attacker. No charges will be [ ...... 
shoulder and arm. I ~?i"~:~: i: dampe._•cr._ nsslons--such as mur- which would have been 
impossible to control; 
Brudenr said. 
Donald McClnery, a stuff 
sargent who headed the G- 
4-- ~ tricks--unit, or- 
dared four men to burn the 
ham, Dudbue said. 
Brodeur said MeCleery 
asked him to go.along 
merely as a guide since he 
'know the area, but he ended 
up helping to set the fire. 
The Mounties . had 
~ ily wanted to bug the at Ste. Anne de ls 
Rochelle, 85 kilometres east 
of Montreal, but were unable 
to do so. They hoped that 
burning the barn would force 
"the group to move its 
meeting to a place which 
could be bugged. 
The barn was owned by 
Rose, mother of con- 
victed FLQ terrorists 
Jacques and Paul Rose: The 
farm was in .the name of the 
sister" of Robert Hudon, 
described ,,by an RCMP 




Two daye before the barn 
was to be burned, Dubuc ~et 
out in an unmarked RCMP 
car to check out the area. On 
the way he ran over a rock, 
damngalng the car's tran- 
smisMen and had to be towed 
back to Montreal. 
On the appointed day, 
Debuc and Brodernr set our 
with Constable Richard 
Dalgle and Inspector Ber- 
nard Biter. Arriving in the 
area too early, they killed 
some time in a hotel in 
Granby, Qua., drinking afew 
beers while discasing the 
me time before mid- 
night, Dubuc, Brndeur and 
Daigle walked severa~ 
ktiometres through a forest 
in the rain carrying two 
quarts of heavy motor oil 
which they had bought on the 
way. 
With Dubuc acting as 
lookout, Broderua and 
Dellile made sure that there 
was no one in the barn. 
Brodeur helped Dalgle 
spread the motor oil on the 
floor and wet walls and set 
fire to it. 
The three men then ran 
back through the rain to 
their car, only to find that he 
barn was not on fire and 
their car would not start. 
When they finally got the 
car atarted, they drove to 
n~rbv Manna nd borrowed 
.-- In a sudden move that ap- 
'peared to catch even his staff 
off guard, Prince Edward 
Island premier Alex Camp-" 
bell announced at an af- 
ternoon news conference 
Monday that he was 
resigning his job and his seat 
in the 32-sent legislature. 
His departure l aves his 
Liberal party with a 16-15 
edge in the House and in a 
position of equal 
representation with the 
opposition Progressive Con- 
servativss after it appoints a 
speaker for the next session. 
Following the April 
general election, standings 
in the House left the Liberals 
with 17 scats and the PCs 
with 15. 
"After an orderly transfer 
o~ the .leadership to my 
successor, my wife and l 
plan to get in the car and 
bead for the mainland and, 
beyond that, I have no idea 
where we're going," 
Campbell, 44, said in an 
interview Monday night, 
"The future is very much 
up in the air. I am not about 
to take a poeltion on the 
bench and, indeed, there is 
not a standing offer to take 
Mr. Miller was maule~ by 
a grizzly bear at Cranberry 
Junction on Friday. His 
condition is reported as 
satisfactory by hospital 
officials. 
Terrace police officers 
explained that there was no 
apparent reason for the 
'attack except perhaps the 
fish which Miller had caught. 
Miller was fishing with two 
other American tourists, one 
of whom was struck by the 
bear but escaped uninjured~ 
UNCONSCIOUS 
Another man was found 
unconscious lying on the 
bridge which crosses the 
Skecna. He was taken to 
hospital and later ,released. 
laid, 
Robert Felcus had his 1967 
Ford Van Stolen from behind 
thelndian Affairs "building 
Saturday evening. The car 
was recovered shortly af- 
terwards. It had been 
abandoned on a: dowt, own 
street. Police are still in- 
vestigati'g: ..:.. :, 
Two separate incidents 
attempted sdicide 'we/'e 
reported by Terrace RCMP. 
Neither .person 'was suc- 
cessful. Police will . not 
release the eames of persons 
involved. 
Eight/persons were held in 
the lock-up Saturday" night as 




With the election of three i .~omecna , besides 
aldarpersons slightly more professionals and big 
than two months away, business people had a say on 
Juanita Hatton has an- council," she added. 
oounced that she will seek a "Ais0 there are no women 
such a position." seat on city council. 
The premier, who is a Ms. Hatton who is e0or- 
lawyer, is the san of former . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  olnator m tioloen ttule 
LdDeral premier "rnane Personnel A~,en,.o ;- ' -- '  ~.v; aal 
Cam 11 who was later a 
. , ~ . . . . . . .  Terrace has never run for 
jusuee mine ~'.I~.L bupreme public office before ' 
Court ,, i,- ' - . . .^. . .  ,~ .,n. I have been bere'17 years 
1 warn o , . . , . . , . ,  o-;r end have a ~ea* ."o,,,, 
aside from politics toexplore t.--.,~.d~ in Terr~'n,,~., ,'~u'~ 
whet possibilities may be tt"~';~'~ ~t';0 _w, ...y, 
open end may exist to "'~o-".o-'O',~, ,.,i.,, . . ,~ .~ .  
commence a third career," . . . . . . . . .  w.., - . . , , . . , . .m " "~ ' . . . . . . .  net Golden Rule as a non-profit ne sam a woum . . . .  ' . , argumzauon ones receive a 
overlook some contmmng ---- l l~rantfrom'" -. .mu 8~ ~rn t~race 
publicservice or some brand -- . . . . . . . .  ' - . " MCt;army, Min is ter  o[  u le  
new challenge in the private • • . . Prowncml Secretary and 
or public sector. ' TraVel Industry "
AVOIDS UNEM- ,Surely it is time that 
PLOYMENT 
"My future is, from this 
perspective, very much 
uncertain but I definitely 
• don't want o be unemployed 
for very long." 
Later, Campbell said he 
wants to use the next month 
to look for a non-political 
career, thus appearing to 
rule out any chance that be 
will run in the next federal 
election, d4~%V4AT I want 
to do is remove myself rom 
the island political scene for 
a month and, in doing so, I 
hope there will be a chance 
to get in touch with myself 
andwlml I comeback Iem 
definitely interested in lock- 
ing at what the pemibilities 
might be...," he said. 
on council at' present, and 
there should be." . . . .  
p 
Ms, Hatton explsined that 
she would Jot daim to have 
been to every council 
meeting, "because I haven't, 
h~t i certainly disagree with 
any~ plans to hold too many 
meetlags as "committee of
the whole". The public has a 
right to know what is hap- 
puning at city council. 
Up  for re-election are 
aldermen David Pease, Vic 
Jolliffe and Bob Cooper. All 
have indicated they plan to 
seek re-election. 
U.S. Senate lifts 
embargoes 
WASHINGTON (Router) 
-- The U.S. Senate approved 
today a compromise foreign 
aid bill lifting trade sane. 
t ions against Rhodesia on 
Jan. 1 providing a freely- 
elected government has been 
iustailed and Rhodesia has 
shown its willingness to 
negotiate with all parties. 
Under the hill, President 
Carter will determine 
whether Rhodesia has met 
the two conditions allowing 
the embargo to be lifted. 
The bill also lifts the U.S. 
partial arms embargo 
against Turkey, imposed 
following the Turkish in- 
vasion of Cyprus, and calls 
for a just settlement on the 
island and withdrawal of 
Turkish troops. 
it expresses congressional 
concern that further with- 
drawal of U.S. ground troops 
from South Korea might 




course ' " "  ....... :- ...... : 
Once again this year the 
recently formed SPCA group 
w i l lbe  holding two dog 
obedience courses for the 
Terrace area. 
The courses, to be con- 
. dueted by Nancy Clay, who 
has been holding dog 
obedience schools for five 
years will start Sunday, 
September t7, at I o'clock at 
the Thornhill Community 
Centre. 
A beginners class and an 
advanced class will be held. 
The dog owner must attend 
with his or her dog. During 
the beginners class dogs will 
be instructed to sit, heel, to 
stay or come on command. 
They will also learn to stand 
for examination. 
Christine Cross who will be 
assisting Nancy Clay ex- 
plained that all dogs should 
know how to stand still 
regardless of whether or not 
ey are a "show" dog. 
"If for no other reason 
than it makes it so much 
easier for the vet if the dog 
has to be examined," she 
added. 
ADVANCED 
As with the beginners class 
the advanced classes will be 
held at the Thernhill Com- 
monity Centre for 10 con- 
secutive weeks, 
Price for either course is 
$15, the funds to be used to 
help the SPCA group obtain 
their official charter and 
43ngin looking after animals 
throughout the area. • 
Thirty.two dogs attended 
school last year, "and we 
didn't have a single fight", 
MS. Cross pointed out. 
Anyone requiring further 
information about the 
classes may contact 
Christine Cross at 635-2750 
:.- ::?' 
I CROSS ,, ,, J 
Mrs. Christine Cross rewards her championship Shelfle, Cheyenne afferJ 
putting her through her paces to show how well trained a dog can become J 
after attending obedience school. Ms. Cross wi l l  assist Nancy Clay to l  
conduct two dog obedience schools this year at the Thornhill Community J
Centre. , I 
~"~"~ 
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: Drug  s tore  cha ins  lock  horns ,  • . Worr , free. v.. cle repairs 
"We deliboratelv didn't ' Nearly everyone , can some time. It will have a warranty reasons. 
-TORONTO (CP) -- A can meet its major corn- shopping centre locations. ". :,.,~'oant some misadventure reputation it wants to 
;- tough market fight for petition head.on. "'Tamblyn wasn't put a specific time trameon ~:  . . . .  i,o uahioN ~-,~naim " . . . .  **-' ~-;e"ti0"  ,.~n,.~ .....  ....... ,., .~p...., maintain. Avoid operations 
~'Canada s drug store EYE KOFFLER regarded by the main ,,~ ,-or,,-, ,-a ,- - ,  ' . . . . . . . . w s says the B.C. Automobite which have just sprung up 
~busineas looms with two shopping centre developers ~pencer stun. "zne men a . . . .  
as the sort of traffic drawer to invest more heavily on a Assomauon. overnight. - Don't enter a garage with ]~.! British giants as the main 
:~ combotants. 
i~. Senior officers of Boots the 
~:Chemists Ltd. of Not- 
~ tingham, England, are in the 
::i city this week for a persoual 
• ".~ inspection of their Tamblyn 
"~. drug store chain. 
-.'~! Boots, owned by Boots Co. 
i-:! Ltd., bought he G. Tamblyn 
~ Ltd. chain a year ago from 
~:i Loblaw Companies Ltd. At 
:.=ithe time, Tamblyn had 
:2. recorded a $3.1.mllliou loss 
!~ for ]97~. 
~: Gordon Hobday, chairman 
:: of Boots, was reluctant to he 
~::specfftc about Tamblyn s
:~ financial situation when he 
i::visited one of his stores at 
:"i downtown York Centre. 
:.:~ "Shell we just say we're 
;..:i very satisfied with the 
:2' progress in our first year of 
~" ownership?" 
::: More important, Hobday 
~.i said his company has plans 
.::to sh'engthen Tamblyn so it 
The reference was to 
Koffler Stores Ltd., owner of 
Shoppers Drug Mart, the 
biggest chain in Canada. 
Koffler's was taken over 
earlier this year by Imasco 
Ltd., of Montreal which is 
controlled by British-Ameri- 
they were looking for," said 
Spencer. But the credibility competition. 
of the Boots name has 
changed that. 
PLAN TO SPEND MORE 
Hobday said the 
can Tobacco Ltd. d London. restructuring and refitting of 
Behind Shoppers, Tam- the stores cost about $100,050 
blyn is the second-largest .'; so far. But  larger capital 
drug store chain in Ontarid,' 'outlays are being planned, 
employing about 1,350. including a new store in 
Boots recently expanded Ottawa. 
its Canadian operations with Also in the plans is the in- 
the purchase of 50 lsaacs treduction of Boots brand 
Pharmacy Ltd. stores which products that win he geared 
will operate under the to compete with other so- 
Tamblyn name in British called house brands uch as 
Co lumbia ,  A lber ta ,  Shoppers Drug Mart's Life 
Saskatchewan and Mani- brands. 
toba. Initially, about 50 Boots 
Alan Spencer, vice- products, primarily baby 
chairman of Boots, said by products, cosmetics and 
the end of this year the toiletries, will be imported, 
company will have refitted starting next month. 
and restructured about 50 Boot's also plans to in- 
Tamblyn stores. The chain crease Tamblyn's range of 
also plans to seek choice merchandise, such as home 
wine-making and beer- 
making supplies, as well as 
health foods. 
So far, Boots has spent 
• rely a fraction of the $15- 
million- to-$20-million i t  
cap i ta l  investment it 
promised Canada's Foreign 
Investment-Review Agency 
in order to obtain approval 
for the Tamblyn takeover. 
gradual basis to better mcet The problem couldoften be 
avoided if motorists were a 
Dollar 
little more selective in their 
choice of facility and a little 
l~s vague about he kind of 
repairs they want carried 
out. 
Motorists should always A.....,...,_ 
• IIi.n,,, choose BCAA approved 
• 3Ue°e 'g ' l l '~  shops. These guarantee 
MONTREAL (CP) - The repairs for club members at 
Canadiafi dollar tuck its fair prices, backed by the 
biggest drop in two weeks auto club as an arbitrator, 
against its American should there be a dispute 
counterpart in early trading over the cost aod-ur results 
today mid came close to of the repair work. BCAA 
reaching the 85 U.S. cent will be able to inform you 
level, which shop specializes in 
The weakened currency, ' whatever type of repair you 
which closed Friday at 86:32 reqmre. 
cents, opened today at 86.10 If there is not a BCAA 
cents. By mid-morning it approved garage in the 
was trading at 86.08 cents on vicinity, keep the following 
a moderately activ.e inter- advice in mind: : 
hank wholesale market.  - Select a garage ex- 
Aug. 25, when the dollar lost ~,~,;~" ~," tn .  Vnlk.~wa~en 
41.100 of a cent and closed at . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  
87.37 cents in response, to specialist.) 
news of a July merchandise " Frequent the same 
trade deficit. • station so the mechanics will 
Today's dip was a contin: get to know you and Your 
nation of the dollar's decline vehicle and follow the 
on international money suggested maintenance 
markets. It has not pesteda schedule in your owner's 
gain in four days, and some manual. 
traders believe it win reach. - Choose a service centre 
85 cents before stabilizing., that has been established for 
a chip on your shoulder. 
Remember that mechanics 
are professionals who, for 
the most part, want o please 
you with quality work. 
- Take careful note of the 
veliicle's symptoms and 
under what conditions they 
occur and relay this in- 
- If you think any parts 
involved in the repair may 
he covered under warranty, 
go to an authorized dealer or 
you may have trouble later 
getting the repair expenses 
henoured. 
• If you are uneasy about 
an estimate you have 
received, don't hesitate to go 
somewhere else for a second 
opinion. 
. If you are unsatisfied 
with the repairs, contact the 
Bloodshed continues 
despite martial law 
northeast ofhere, and two in 'before Friday's demon- 
Qum, 120 kilometres to the stration here. 
southwest. 
There was no "immediate Eight months of social and 
government comment on the political unrest in lran has 
latest fighting in a gmwiug claimed at least 1,000 lives. 
civil revolt against Shah 
unexpecg~d emergency 
.repairs w~ich are not only 
dangerous, but far more 
expensive and time con: 
suming as well. 
Flight 
aborted 
formation to the service 
manager as concisely as 
possible. Be specific about 
what you want• repaired. 
Don't ell him to do whatever 
needs to be done. 
- Have the garage give you 
an estimate of the total cost 
involved after they have 
checked out the problem and 
before they start repairs. 
Leave telephone numhers 
where you can be reached, 
should any additional work 
be required. 
- Ask tlmt all replaced 
ports be returned to you 
unless they must be returned 
to the manufacturer for 
ms,lager of the shop and if by birds 
he can give you no 
satisfaction, the owner. It is RICHMOND, B.C. {CP) -- 
important to give the garage A Pacific Western Airlines 
a chance to rectify any Boeing 707 jetliner with 176 
problem before taking the • passengers on board aborted 
vehicle elsewhere, its flight Saturday after 
• It is important to keep all 
of your repair bills outlining 
the work done in the past, in 
case there should be a 
recurring problem for which 
you want proof. 
Remember, says the 
BCAA, all cars. coot money. 
But it is far better to spend 
the money in regular 
preventive maintenance 
work than in far more costly, 
hitting aflock of birds during 
its takeoff at Vancouver 
International Airport. 
The Hawaii-bound plane 
circled and landed without 
incident at the airport at 
7p, m. after receiving ex- 
tensive damage to one  
engine and minor damage to 
another. The aircraft has 
four engines. 
Bank of Canada intervenes 
.By VIC PARSONS 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The 
Bank of Canada intervened 
Monday for the fourth time 
this year to support a weak 
Canadian dollar by raising 
its interest rate on loans to 
chartered banks to 9.5 per 
cent from nine per cent, ef- 
fective today. 
The move came as the 
dollar fell on foreign money 
markets to a 45-year low of 
85.94 cents U.S. 
Gerald Bouey, the central 
bank governor, also an- 
nounced that as an anti- 
inflationary measure the 
hank would reduce its annual 
face a higher charges on economic growth this year 
consumer personal and and some cabinet ministers 
mortgage loans. Bank ac- 
count holders will also likely 
be paid higher interest. 
The Bank of Canada rate 
had been nine per cent since 
July 26, when it was in- 
creased following a ro~d of 
hikes in U.S. lending rates. 
Canada has tried to maintain 
have argued that a weak 
dollar would help export 
trade. 
Bouey said he did not 
believe there would be a 
continuation f the weakness 
in merchandise trade for any 
extended period. 
The money supply target, 
a differential with the U.S. which counts currency and 
ratesthatwillattract foreign chartered "bank demand 
investors here. deposits, isbeing changed to 
INCRESE DEMAND as a step toward im. 
Aninflowof oreign capital plementing the bank's 
into the country would in- longer.term policy of cutting 
crease demand for Canadian down on monetary ex- 
dollars, thus helping to shore pansion, Bouey said. 
up the dollar's value• 
TEHRAN (AP) --  Clashes 
between troops and anti- 
govermnent demonstrators 
defying a martial law ban on 
public gatherings were 
reported to have killed five 
persons Monday in two of 
Iran's major Moslem cen- 
tres. 
The new bloodshed came 
as  mourners buried 97 
persons killed Friday when 
soldiers levelled their 
weapons on rampaging 
protesters in Tehran, the 
capital. 
Unconfirmed reports 
reaching here said three 
persons died /.Monday in 




Contact Audrey Barker 
TERRAC E H OTEL 
635-223.1 
Mohammed Reza Pahinvi's 
efforts to Westernize the 
predominantly-Moslem 
country. 
Several thousand mour- 
ners bore the coffins of 
Friday's dead through a 
cemetery ringed by troops 
on the outskirts of Tehran. 
target for money supply 
The shah clamped a lid on growth to between six and 10 
his opponents after failing to per cent from the current 
win them over with a series seven to 11 per cent. 
of moves, including a Although the Bank of 
government shakeup that Canada rate is levied only on 
put a devout Moslem in as infrequent loans to the 
prime minister, chartered banks, increases 
usually mean consumers 
• The shah's hard-core con- 
The funeral was one of the Servative Moslem opponents 
few public gatherings ate demanding hfreverse a 
allow.~ usa.or ma~.],~w ,reform program b~uB~last ~
• resmcd0ns,nm~secl. :sh0ruy...,year,, that ~passed~ ~t~ ~hds : 
' ~ formerly owned'"b~'(he 
clergy to peasant farmers 
and gave women political 
and social rights, including 
the vote and entry into By STUART LAKE• 
universities. OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
" president of the Canadian 
'The conservatives see Association of Broadcasters 
these moves as an affront to says it is time that cable 
'orthodox Islamic precepts, te lev is ion companies 
/ ' t '  
Tues. Sept. 12 thru FrL, Sept. 15 
Franchises Available for 
Minit Clean Dry Cleaners, June-One Fabricsl 
Key-Up Kiosk, Carlton Cards, Leisure World, 
The Factory Ladies Wear 
Northwest Realty InD. 
747 Bute St., Vancouver, B.C. VGE 1Y2 
Phone 112-688-8§31 
Bouey, commenting onthe Actual growth in the 
increase, noted that a major money supply from June,' 
factor in the recent decllne of 1977, to June, 1978, was 8.5 
the dollar was unexpectedly per cent. 
weak trade figures for June Critics of the government 
and July. Federal have said that too-rapid ex- 
authorities had been pansion in the money supply 
counting on merchandise has been a major force 
trade as a major impetus to behind inflation. 
Cable firms must:: 
assume some share of the about he policy of program 
responsibility for the objec- substitution. 
tives and burdens of the Under that policy, cable 





• TRUCK S b 
• with flat deck. e11M 3 Ton with canopy. 
Beautiful shape 
Reduced to $~m * S2 ,200  $4 ,59~ 
broadcasting industry. 
In a letter to Pierre Camu, 
president of the Canadian 
Radio-television and Tele- 
communications Com- 
misston.iCRTC), G. G. E. 
iErnie) Steele said the 
responsibility for Canadian 
broadcast content rules falls 
squarely on the shoulders of 
the FM and television 
stations. 
In the letter made public 
Monday, Steele said that 
cable systems bringing far- 
off Canadian and American 
stations to local markets has 
damaged Canadian 
broadcasters. 
• The Canadian Cable Tote-. 
vision Association, the 
national arm of cable 
stations, hould accept some 
of the responsibility since 
they were licensed as part of 
the Canadian broadcast 
industry, Steele said. 
The letter was in response 
to statements made by 
Michael Hind-Smith,  
president of the cable 
system, who complained 
1973 MAZDA I , RS3 CO~S)E 
12 montl~_~U ,o0o mile 
engine w~, ranty. Which 
ever comes first. Very 
claa. $2j00 
1974 DODGE I 
MONAGO 
4 Dr. H.T. 2 Door 
,2 N I $2,79S I s4,200 
Now In Stock 
1977 CHEVROLET 
MONT. r, I~R LO 
LAt ,~W 
Very low mileage 




All Radial Tires 
1974 ] 
MONTE CARLO 1976 SUNBIRD 
Air Cond.,  PONTIAC 
PW, loaded 5 Speed 
1974 I 1974DA'TSUN 1965 PLYMOUTH GMC JIMMY 
HONP:g~,IVIC I vs 350 
~)~v [AUtt~V,<llback 4 •S~'~ 3n lots of extras 
$3 196 [ $|,19b $200 $e,OOO 
1962 WILLYS 1~7o MERc. ' 1974 DATSUN 
COMET PU With 
JEEP STATION WAGON Canopy. 
As IS 2 door Coupe Excellent cond. 











stations must substitute the 
signal of a Canadian station 
for that of a U.S. station 
screening the same program 
at the same time. 
STATIONS DEPENDENT 
Hind-Smith said the rule 
makes Canadian stations de- 
pendent on U.S. network 
schedules, and means that 
Canadian programs are 
slotted in between sub- 
stitutable U.S. shows. 
Steele told the commission 
that Canadian broadcasters 
always had to take into 
account he competition for 
audiences in Canadian 
centrea where a U.S. station' 
is available. The rule was 
made to alleviate this. 
He also disputes Hind- 
Smith's statement that the 
substitution rule increases 
the size of the audience for 
Canadian statious. The true 
purpose was to prevent 
audience loss. 
Steele bridled over the 
HindSmith suggestion that 
coots of substitution be borne 
by the broadcasters, not the 
cable companies. 
• He said commission rules 
require the cable companies 
to carry out substitution a d 
"we resist completely the 
notion that the cable system 
should he subsidized for the 
coot of their comvlisnce." 
RESIST POLICY 
Steele added that some 
broadcasters feel that 
substitution was not always 
being carried out and he 
suggested it was the policy of 
cable stations to. resist at- 
tempts to make sure the rule 
was followed in every case. 
He said the substitution 
rule is a vital part of the 
regulatory system. 
He said an application by 
the cable system now before 
the CRTC to relieve com- 
pliance with the rule for 
cable systems with less than 
t0,000 subscribers must be 
rejected. 
This would affect about 
300,-000 Canadian television 
households, many of them in 
sensitive market areas uch 
as the Maritimes, he said. 
Steele added that Hind- 
Smith seemed to be seeking 
~very opportunity to attack 
the broadcast industry over 
the substitution rule. 
He told a reporter Monday 
that Hind.Smith was going 
over the head of the CRTC 




A business management 
seminar primarily for people 
interested in small business 
will be held in Terrace at the 
Terrace Hotel on September 
26, 1978. Arranged by the 
Management 'Services 
Dep~rtment of the Federal 
Business Development 
Bank, the seminar win be 
one of several hundred 
conducted by the Bank in 
smaller clues and towns 
across Canada. 
Some 25 to 30 people in- 
terested in business are 
expected to attend the 
seminar. They will be using 
the ease study method to 
examine a small business - 
Green Acres Landscaping 
Ltd. and difficulties the 
company exper iences  
through a lack of proper 
bookkeeping system. 
The Bank's Management 
Servieea has three main 
spheres- of activity: 
Management Training, 
Management Counselling 
and an Information Service. 
The Information Services 
provides details of ap- 
proximately 100 federal 
government ass istance 
programs to business. There 
is also a pamphlet series 
entitled "Minding Your Own 
Business" which now con- 
tains 14 pamphlets on 
various ubjects. The Small 
Business News is issued 
quarterly. 
The Management Coun- 
selling provided by the Bank 
is done mainly by retired 
executives and concentrates 
on solving the problems of 
small business which cannot 
afford to employ experts on a 
full-time basis. This service 
is provided at a nominal 
daily rate. 
The Management Training 
program, as well as 
providing seminars on 
various subjects of interest 
to business people, also 
provides management 
courses to provincial 
educational institutions for 




Larry Campanas, District 
Governor 19-A visited the 
four Terrace area Lions 
Clubs last week. These are 
the Canyon City Club, the 
Lakelse Lake Club, the 
Downtown Lions and the 
Centennial Lions 
Mr. Campanas joined the 
Tasu Lions Club in 1971. He is 
married and has two sons 
and a daughter. They are 
members of the Greek Or- 
thedo~ Church. 
He is Plant Maintenance 
Foreman for the Wesfrob 
Mines of Tasu, B.C. He 
spends his spare time as 
,instructor in beth surface 
and underground rescue, 
First Aid Indnstctor, and has 
been a Scoutmaster, holding 
a 10 year-long service medal. 
HIS hobby is scuba diving. 
In 1970 he was the 
heavyweight  boxing 
champion of the Yukon and 
now works to "beat he hock 
out of Lions problems." 
The four local clubs are 
active in many popular 
projects in the region in- 
cluding the annual bowl-a- 
then, Riverboat Days, crab 
sales, the Glucose Clinic, the 
B.C. Lions Society for 
crippled children, loggers 
sports, the outhouse races 
and the Hungry Lion. 
The proceeds from these 
activities go to numerous 
charities and to assist 
persons requiring medical 
assistance. 
been 
successful play throughout 
North America is scheduled 
THE HERALD, Tuesday, September 12, 1978, PAGE 3 
"Varieties" scheduled for Terrace 
What has will take place on Monday, is located at 3625 Kalum. Any belund~escenesareinvited' parartiy scheduled to be P.S.: Experience is not ' 
an overwhelming September 18 at 7:30, at womaninterestedinaroleor t  attend or contact Brlan at performed later in necessarily a prerequisite 
Terrace Little Theatre which persons interested in helping 635-46?.6. The play is tem- November. for trying out. 
to begin Terrace Little 
Theatre season this year .  
The play's principal appeal 
is that it is a good play which 
allows for actresses to grab 
hold of some intense, fully- 
developed character roles 
not merely superfi,cial 
female  s tereotypes .  
"Vanities" reaches out and 
touches the audience 
because it truly has 
something meaningful to say 
and because itstates its case 
with an interesting blend of 
comedy and pathos .  
"Vanities" is a "b i t -  
tersweet comedy that is an 
astute snapshot - sharp 
chronic of the lives of three 
girls. In 1963, Jean, Kathy 
and Mary are aggressively 
vivacious cheerleaders. Five 
years later in their college 
sorority house, they are 
confronting their future with 
rather nervous lighthear- 
tedness. In 1974, they reunite 
briefly. Their l ives have 
diverged; their friendship, 
which once thrived on 
assumptions as well- 
coordinated as sweat sets, is 
st ra ined and ambiguous. 
Their attempts at  bonest 
conversation only shows that 
they can no longer afford to 
have very much in common. 
From a Newsweek review: 
"...unnervingly funny...fast- 
moving, sneakily stinging 
dialogue." From the New 
York  Magazine rev iew:  
" . . .uncommonly  a t -  
tractive..." 
Brian Koven, the director 
for this production, chose the 
play principally because he 
felt that the play did justice 
to female character roles. 
"A l though I am always 
fa ir ly heavily committed to 
high school theatre work, I 
had to find the t ime to do this 
play. During the summer I 
had a chance to' solidify my 
thoughts concerning the play 
wh i le  1 attended the 
Director 's  Inst i tute  at 
Western  Wash ington  
Ur~iversity. I feel that the 
play has both grace and 
power." 
Auditions for "Vanities" 
JIM McEWAN SELLS OUT 
MODELS 
I I 1978 GMC ~/z Ton Pickup 1978 C hev ~/~ Ton Pickup 1978 Camaro 1978 ' mine Metallic, tinted {Ita~ :350 Engine,. Coupe auto trans., ralley vvt~-,ets, radio, Stock No. VB, auto tra~ IGO Ermine, auto tram., p.s., p.b., Stock No. 6 cyh 4 speed;radio, rear ~r r~,  oua~, 8676 8743 Immole, ratle~ stock No. eTls 
$8278 1 ~ $ 8 4 7 8  
1978 GMC ~ Ton Pickup ~ 1978 Pontiac Lemans 
4 Door, tilt wheel, p.s., radio, 305 engine, 
6 cyl. auto trar~, P.S., p:b., Stock No. 8747 nuto trans., Stock No. 8713 
$7278 $7278 
m m m m u  
1978 Nova 4 Door Sedan !"978 GMC Va Ton Pickup 
S, erra Gran S ~ O  o tram., 2 tone 305 Engine Aulotram., p.s., radio, Stock No. paiN, Siock 
$5478 $8278 
1978 GMC V= Ton 1918 Monte Carlo 
IP.Wtndows, tilt v.heel, Stereo tape player, 6cyl. aUtO trans., p.s., p.b., radio, Stock NO. Stock NO. 8705 
8744 
Pontiac Phoenix 2 Door 
auto tram., tilt wheel, radio, floor 
ale, ll v wheels, Stock NO. 86~ 
$7278 
1978 GMC ~/~ Ton Pickup, 
6':yl OUto tram., p.% p.b., radio, Stock No. 
8/43 
$7278 
197.8 GMC % Ton Pickup 
:no Engine auto tram., exlro fuel tank, 
can'qp~ spaclah Stock NO. ffM2 
$8978 
2 Wl~eal drive, 305 Engine auto trans., p.s., 
p.b., 2 tone paint, Stock NO. 8739 
I $8978 
$7578 ! j $7978 
1978 Jlmmv~"x4 1978 Chevrolet Mallbu 2 Door 
Glack,High I''_ ~ ~)  t, 3~0el~llne,, COUpe try, .-a, s=, 
cove% Stock No. 
$10978 • • $6978 
1978 Chevelte 2 Door Hatchback 1978 Oldsmobile Delta 88 
'odium Camel, tinted glass, remote omtrol 
Bright Yelow, tintedglass,4spd.,tllt v4~el, mirror, auto trans., radio, Stock No. 8.W/ 
cushxn interlcr, Stock No. W67 2 I~ot', H.T. 
$7978 $4778 
1978 Oldsmobile Omega 2 000r Door Towns Coupe 
WnitsMue Iv~ tone, p.b., 231 V6 ~gine, J],JtOtrera.,2.Slitremgine, flltwheel, radio, 
radio, Stock NO. ~ StOcK NO. 
$8578 $6478 $5578 
1978 Monte Carlo 1978 Chev ~'4 Ton Pickup 1978 Oldsmobi le Cutlass Sedan 
' I I " P.WIndows, alr con¢ltlionlng, stereo tape 350 Auto trans, auxlllllry fuel tank, radlo, IJghtGreeo, p.b.,231VBmglne, autotrans., deck, t l l t .  wheel, Stock NO. 8704 5ootts dale, Stock NO. 8664 tilt wheel, radio, Stock No. 8581 
• $9578 _ ,578  
~ r  J 1970 GMC % Ton Pickup 
g 
• I Russet, si idlng reef ~ndow, Sierra Grarv~e, 
p ~  t II t wheel, auxillery tank~ Stock NO. 
$7278 I $8278 
1978 Pontiac Lemans I 1978 Cutlass Salon Brougham 
Rivet /vetallic, 305 Engine, tilt v#~l, 2D°erC°u~e'3n~Engine'aut°tram"radio, radio, p.b., Stock No. 1~6 Stock' No. 8701 
$7578 $7978 
1978 Chevrolet V= Ton Pickup 1978 Cadillac Seville 
I SOLO 'L 
1978 Chevy Sports Van . Has every~ng, tight beige vinyl, roof. 
12 Passenger se~tlng, 400 Engine, auto 8track&Ceradto, lealherq~olstery, Stod tram., p.s., 2 tone paint, radio, Stock NO. White, 4 slxi. radio, Stock de nitasseb ov~paint, mmbination AM.F~
8715 ' NO. 8700 NO. 86~6 
$10978 $6478 $18978 
$6978" 
1978 Buick Electra Limited 
~040 front seat, ~. . . t  ~'~ lt, vinyl roof, 
auto level ~ ,,,,~ ir~i~..~J, .uIse ~ontrol, 
~FM radk ~,~ ~.. oeck, Stock NO. 
$11978 
1978,Buick Century 2 Door Sedan 
Silver Metallic Red vinyl roof, tinted glass, 
3.8 litre V6 engine, turbo charged, Stock NO. 
8~9 
$8978 
i - - -  
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass 4 Door 
Sedan Brougham 
Tinted gloss, air cand., tilt wi~eeh deluxe 
vd~el covers, radio tape player comb., Stock 
NO. m8 $8978 
Clicks - clunks - clatters 
Many drivers know that Afastclinkingsoundunder and that can lead to a 
when a vehicle makes a the hood may indicate an .  drained . .  battery or 
strange noise something engine low on oil or valves in overheated engine• Not 
might be going wrong. It need of adjustment. Neglect costly to fix but expensive to
may be as simple as a loose may lead to loss d oil leave uncorrected. 
bolt but it may be much pressure or ether engine A "pop pop" sound, from 
more. damage - expensive if under the car suggests 
To assist drivers who may neglected, imminent rouble with the 
be unfamiliar with some of exhaust system• A sudden 
these expensive-sounding A less loud "ticking" rear in a newer vehicle, or 
noises, the most common, outside the car when moving one with a ' new exhaust 
with notes of what they may be a nail, stone or rock system, may simply be a 
might be and what may in the tread of a tire. Offthe connect ion  prob lem.  
happen if neglected are road, pry it out before it Exhaust fumes can be 
listed u follows, causes a blowout. A small dangerous and this noise 
stone could also be in the hub needs urgent attention. 
cap. Advice from a qualified 
A "tweet tweet" could mechanic is urged for any 
indicate a fan belt problem, unusual noise, Govt ok's 
heroin 
staff 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  The 
provincial cabinet has 
authorized the  hiring of 252 
~ ople to set up and operate e government's new 
cont rovers ia l  hero in  
treatment program. 
An orris-In-council, made 
public Mmday said this in- 
cludea S0 health care 
workers, 50 social workers 
and various nurses, 
dietitians, directors and 
der ice l  staff. 
The program, under the 
Heroin Treatment Act ap  
rovnd by the British 
umbia legislature earlier 
i year, is to be in op  
eraflun at Brannea Lake in 
December. 
Under the plan, persons 
found to be addicts can be 
eampulled to undergo up to 
three years of treatment. 
beef  & bott le  
presents 
l iBe l ,  
& 
DAN01NQ 
Reservations at the Tudor up until s p.m. 
WED.-SUN. 
6 a,m.-1 a.m. 




Not listed in our 
B,0. Tel Bireotory. 
AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 63S-2040 
DIAL.AN.ORDER ' 63:-3683 
TERRACE VETERINARY CENTRE 
Here/ 
SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS 
aLI'S PLACE - 798.2231 
PETS BEAUTIFUL- 63|-9~51 
Free • for ONE month courtesy of THE 
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1978 GJ~CT Ton 4x4 
"k,°'.,'°., 
Stock N0. ".. ., ~¶ 
............ • ,:/. • .~'Td,1978 / ; 
1978 Monza :r~- 
,.., . 
306 E~gine, auto trans., p.s., p~b.; radio. 
Stock No. 87~ 
• $7578 
1978 GMC ~/4 Ton Suburban 
350 Engine, auto tram., p.s., p.b., radio, 
Stock NO. 873O 
$9978 
1978 GMC :/~ Ton Suburban 
P.S., p.b., 350 auto tram., tilt v/neat, StOCk 
NO. 8729 
$9578 
1978 GM'C ~/~ Ton Suburban 
1978 GMC ~/~ Ton Pickup 
6cyl., autotram., radio, chrome grill, inside 
hood ,lock,_ Stock No. 8690 
1978 Chevrolet ~/~ Ton Pickup 
Extra'fuel tank, tilt Wheel, radio, Stock No. 
8695 
$8578 
1978 Chevy Sport ~/~ Ton Pickup 
454 Engine, auto tram., extra tank, radio, 
extra fancy, Stock NO. 8694 
$9578 
i 1978 Nk)nte Carlo 
i 8~ack. GOld pin stripe, 3(;5 engine, auto 
trans., tilt wheel, ralley wheels, Stock No. 
8692 
$8278 
1978 GM~ ~/~ Ton Pickup 
1978 Sunbird 2 Door Coupe / 1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass 4 Door 
Sedan Brougham 
~mlre  G,:em, floor shift, auto trar~, .V 
Engine, p.s., radio, Stock No. 8647 ~ ~'~;sh"e~ Glue'p'l°''3Cseoglne' act° tram'' t i l t .  radio, Stock 
i No. ' ,,; . . . .  $5778 ' $7978 ::• m m ~ m m ~  
1978 Buick Century Wagon Sports Coupe 
Tan color, wme~aln siding, crulse control, 
lilt wheel, radio, luq~age rack end more, SIIver~stallic, V6eoglne, autotrans., radio, 
Stock No. 6/~ b'lock No. &~l 
- - .  . . . . .  , ' : °  
~ 1 9 7 0  Chevrolat Nova 2 Door 
" IHatchheck Sedan 
B 
~ u e . G r e a n ,  ~ ~ ~l~,  aufo trans., tilt ~ ~ , ~  ~J,~ %,3; ~ . s . ,  radto, tope player oomb., Skx~ 
No. ee, u No ~"  pepl ' 
1978 OMsmoblla Cutlass Wagon11978 Chevrolet Cavallero Sports 
i Pickup P.seMs. heavy duty equip., hailer wiring, 
heavy Outy tooling, reef rack, radio, tape Camel with buckskin vinyl tOp, air cor~., 
i~ayer, cruise aontrol, Stock NO. 8627 ooneol V8 auto tram., tilt wheel, radio, to~ 
$9578 
1978 Chevrolet impala 2 Door 
i Dark Green, ,- : A t  ~ l auto trans., 1306 Engine, auto tram., v, ldte wall 
350 Engine, auto trans., p.s., p.b., tilt wheel, ~,~'ra Gram ~|  I~,,,I,,/ k, Stock NO. iradi0, Stock No. 8618. 
I chrome 10unlxr, Stock No. 872g 
$7978 $7578 
1978 Acadian 4 Doer Hatchback 1978 Chevette 4 Do,'" HMchheck 
Glue.Grane Alf'~k~ _O ~tseats, auto Brown Metallic, auto trans., bucket seats, trans., whih ~ .~). 8617. 
Stock NO. M89 
$4778 $4778 
1978 GMC :/s Ton Suburban 1978 GMC V~ Ton Pickup 
Loaded, has everything, front & rear oar V~tlte, auto trans., 350 engine, locking dlf. 
rand., heavy trailer hitch, ralley v,~eels, full fur., radio, reac 101mlop', Stock No. 8616 
trailer equip., Stock NO. 8688 
$12978 $8278 
$9578 
1978 CheV V2 Ton Pickup 
350 Engine,. auto tram., radio, 2 tone paint, 
$~ck NO. 8726 
" r  P * $8578 
1978 Chevy Sports Van 
350 auto tram., p.s., radio, 2 tone paint, Stock 
NO. 8/25 
$9978 
1978 Chev Impal ! 2 Door 1970 GMC % Ton Pickup 
Body side mouldings, 3~., V8 engine, auto Silver N~allic, 454 engine, auto trans., 
tram., radio, ~ No. 8401 radio, Stock N o. 0~7 
.. ' $7578 $8278 
mmammbimmmm,m~ m n m m m m m a m a m  
1978 Chevy Malibu Wagon •1978 GMC ~/~ Ton Pickup 
Auto trans., p.s., p.b., $7278 
radio, Stock No. 87"20 _ Buckskin ~'" ~,=~1, ~'~ 
1970 Chev =/4 Ton Pickup tx,q0er, s toLSU] l~""  
P.S., p.b., 350 ,engine, asia.trans., radio, 
stock No. m4 $8578 
1978 Chevrolet Mallbu Stetion. 
wagon 
Llghv~d~t,biue m tallic, ~oc~roln siding, tilt 
3W engine, roof rack, Stock NO. 8614 
$8278 
m m l m m ~ l m m m i m  
1978 Buick Century Statlonwagon 
Tan and v,~odgraln, ~ulse amtrol, tilt 
3 slxi., rear wheel, whitev~ll tires, radio, tepedeck, roof 
rack, Stock NO. 8612 
$8578 $5778 
4 Door, p.S., p.b., auto trans., 305 mglne, Nadlum Grt 't~k NO. 6M3 Stock NO. ~09 
radio, Stock No. 8717 
$7578 
m ~ m i a m m m  
1978 Chevy Malibu 




1978 Pontiac Lemons 4 Door ~ J 8 9 d a n P o n t J a c  a
Sand,,auto" tram, cleluxe tilt steerln~ ~ ~-/~ . . . . . . .  
$11975 I $7278 
stock N= e~ $8978 
i978 Pontiac Phoenix 2 Door 
Coupe 
St.mdance Yellow, 3.0 Iltre V6 anglne, auto 
tram., radio, p.s., Stock NO. 8520 
$6478 
1978 Fireblrd 
Silver metallic Striping, 350 engine, 
8uIomatlc, P.5., P.B., Foxy 
$8378 
1978 Cutlass Salon Brougham 2 
Doer Coupo 
Llgilt Glue, tinted glass, Vinyl roof, 305 VI 
engine, auto tranS., radio, tale deck, Stoctk 
No. ~ $7978 
1978 Pontiac Catalina 2 Door 
Coupe 
C-lacier Glue, 5.7 Iltre V8 engine, auto trans., 
tilt wheel, radio, special 8pl0eorance stripes, 
s~<k No. mS $8278 
1978 PoMlac Lauentian 2 Door 
Coupe 
Platinum Netalllc, 5.7 litre V8 engine, auto 
trar, s., tilt wheel, radio, Stock No. 8476 
$7578 
1978 Pontiac Lauentian 4 Door 
Sedan 
V~'tlto, S IIt~ V8 ~I~,  ~ ~Io  
deluxe wheel disks, Stock No. 
$7278 
1978 Pontiac Grand Lemons 
2 Tone Brown, Ioucketssats, I~  roof, 
ralley ~qneels, radio, ta~ deck, lots of ex. 
tras, Stock No. 
$8578 
Jim McEwan 
I Telephone 6364041 
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il Ottawa Offbeat 
i |  : " byRlc.a a'ck  
• : OTTAWA: -Well, If you ever wondered w~ really runs the 
country, you have your answer. t now 
• The public service does. 
:, Not Parliament. 
i~ Not -  the Prime Minister and his Cabinet. 
,: .Not even you the voter, for although you are in the vast 
:~malority . you are neither organized nor disciplined. 
i~ The*, public service IS. 
If has been eve~; slncothe fateful decision of former Liberal 
i~Prlme~Mlnlster 'Lester Pearson to give It both collective 
~bargainMg '- and Instead of compulsory arbitration that 
might hage', provldodsome defence for the taxpayers, the 
• :lrlght to ~strike. ' 
: Pearson, who also gave you blllnguallsm and blculturallsm 
Jn the name/of" national unity that: has translated into 
ithreatened Quebec Sol'ration, conferred on the'public 
servlco the right to atrlko In theJntereat of labour peace that 
has" . ]urned out  to  be. continuing turm011. 
Being a public servant himself for most of his adult life, 
before he became a pollticinn and Prime Mln!ster, Pearson 
"promised" the taxpayers that civil servants werelust "'too 
responsible" to ever strike. • : 
He knew from personal experience, you see, as a former 
pobllc servant, that their dedication to the service of the state 
was so total as to make a strike Impossible." 
Well you know what happened. 
If It wasn't the Post Office, It was the air line pilots, the air 
controllers, the harbor board employess, the grain handlers, 
the Seaway pilots, the air service crews, airport main- 
tenanceworkers. In fact, any group of public servants with a 
overnment.glven monopoly of Work bem'lng directly on the 
sxpayers that could be used "as .blackmail 
By means of such exortlon, the public service unions, In- 
Imldatlng successively uncarlng governments, ran up thelr 
payrolls to the point where public service pay led the In- 
flation spiral. 
Then suddenly, 13 years after Pearson Legalized public 
service strikes, the taxpayers had enough, and tho uncertain 
and shaken Trudeau government knew It. 
Came the crackdown. 
Nomore would the public servant be paid better than his 
counterpald in business and Industry. 
The two wage scales would be linked together. There 
woulfd be " ' fa ir"  comparability. Seemed reasonable. Except 
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Rejuvenation needed 
Prime Minister Trudeau's apparent decision to again delay 
a federal election lends credencetothe belief that the Liberal 
Party leader sees little or no hope of returning to power. 
While it Is obvious that thePrime Minister would deny such 
a claim his apparent reluctance to "go to the people" in 
anything more than the mandatory by.elections would seem 
to be the proof of the pudding. 
It has bean said many times that the Liberal Party is the 
only party in Canada which has the ability to guarantee a 
change in government.' While" Conservatives have been 
known to snatch defeat from the laws of victory, the Liberal 
Party machine has consistently been able to win when it 
really wants to win, and lose when the public mood demands 
to the pampered public servant, a change, . . . . . .  
! They aren't aoing to st'and for it, they say. There caq be •little doubt that the present government is 
i - r~~,~' . . , ,  . . . .  I~ , , .  ^ ~ t~,~ t,--v, . . . .  m~.  tlred"an~d creakihg. Its". mcasureso~.to cope ,.wlth-.major.. 
tthe private payroll, new _la.e.a.s has now.. r.ea~n,~l m~:~n~r ,~cy :~?  19tgls 
I t t pJln, it I1' can oe SalO mat tne government s ,r~u, But the public service, ranking Itself and Its n eras s .,- ~,_,. . . .  ,~..,,,~ ~.,,. --t.~.~,. ,,,,--,,,,,,,,.,,,~=,,,~,, 
above the government and the taxpayers, won't accept I t .  ~aUnv~of';l~eb~'s; ~lave ~s~n'~'~re~'s~nce~ll~l;es~elec;iona~ 
They want more than anybody else. They insist'l~n It. " . . . .  
And now they have set up regional "action committees" to 
not lust try bullying the government, but Intimidating each 
Individual MP and candidate In the next election. 
• They don't have anywhere near the malority of votes to : : 
elect or defeat any candidate, except perhaps In three or four ' 
of the Ottawa constituencies • but their vote is tightly 
organized. " , 
From each ca~ndldate hey demand a commitnlent. And 
they're getting them. . ..' B~Y,C~T,~ff~t~M~K~R~C~ER 
i~ An increasing number of Liberal MP.candiclates are _.,,.tton~,,~. . . .  , ,~, -~ - -  
' ak t b e ~nan ~onemmaa ~eza .lore Ing ranks, promising to support he pu IIc servlc 
!against the g o v e r n m e n t . .  Pahlavi of Iran is facing the 
E And more surprising, ;,n even larger number at Con- most serious challenge of his 
37.year eign as opposition to : servallve candidates are taking the public service "loyalty his authoritarian rule and 
'! oath." 
Strange, too, when both parties not only are sworn to Western-oriented . policies 
:restraint, but are agreed that the public service must not erupted into violence and 
death during the weekend. 
The seriousness of the 
crisis is such that President 
Carter took time off from the 
Middle East summit to 
telephone a message of 
support tothe shah to bolster 
the beleagured leader's 
position. 
Observers suggest the 
shah's future depends in 
; : . "  
• • .o .~ '  
those who now oclcupy the seats of power are either III 
equipped for their jobs or so beleaguered that they no longer 
are able to convince the public of the wisdom of their ways. 
Since becoming Prime Minister 10 and a half years ago Mr. 
Trudeau has had to weather many a storm and surprisingly, 
he has managed to do that even when the odds were against 
it. Like a good quarterback, he has been able to come up with 
the big play and squeak out victory. His personal magnetism 
plus the frequent Ineptness of the opposition parties has 
enabled him to stay In power longer than virtually any other 
free.world leader, but It would now seem that his "reign Is 
comlnq to aclose. 
If he waits until the spring before calling an election the 
Prime Minister will have almost certainly set .the stage for a 
change in government for4L!s unlikely• that ,he,troublesome 
winter months will rejuvenate the, L~ibera! Par~y, s battew~ 
and make it a ~Nlnno~.,,,~ i  In, ... ,4h¢,,, ",spr'|l~,r 
corr  2rid from Ist par. 
" re ign -  'Is coming to .a close. 
E continue as a "super group" in Canadian society. 
i SoewhereyourMPandotherlocalcandldatesstand. 
• gic Stephens 
:: speaks out i 0, 'o 
Everyono knows you can't double your income by doubling 
~the price of what you sell, a fact the present B.C. government 
:clemonstratod when It doubled ferry fares. 
It Is perhaps not so obvious that the same Is true of taxes 
' nd that It also works In reverse. 
Just as with the cost of anything else, when you double a 
)ax you find there are less people able to pay. Increase sales 
axes and a few people will change their minds about buying. 
increase property taxes and a few people will have to sell out. 
either of those things and It Increases business costs, 
~aking it tougher for all businesses to meet outside com- 
)etltion, and pushing the weakest over the brink into 
)ankruptcy. 
But every time a B.C. business loses out on an order 
)ecause of high costs, and every time a tourist decides there 
js a better deal available slsewhere, the whole economy 
islows down a little bit more and a few more people ere out of 
~ork. Every time a B.C. business goes under, Its suppliers 
~ave bills they can't collect and Its employees become a 
~:harge on government funds Instead of contributing to them. 
Net result is a government.created slump, like the one 
Report from 
Ottawa 
by Len Marchand, M.P. , t 
OTTAWA - The package of Changes to the Unemploymen 
Insurance Program announced last week by my colleague, 
Employment and Immigration Mlnlster Bud Cullen, 'will 
save as much as $1 billion' annually, 
The six proposed changes to the ProgPam mesh with the 
Prime Minister's recently announced Intention to cut back on 
federal government spending. Part of the savings wi l l  be 
used to produce 113,000 work years of employment and will 
Involve "368,000 people In lobs and training through the 
government's 1979-80 Employment Strategy. 
' The theme of the changes Is that the Unemployment In. 
sur,:n¢.e Program must be restructured so as notto attract; 
or to beavallable to, those Interested In what might be called 
salaried unemployment. The aim Is to encourage unem- 
ployed Canadians to return to work and remaln there. 
The six proposed changes 1o the Program will: 
1) Increase entrance requirements for those who have 
previously drawn benefits (April . 1 . . . .  1979); 
2) Make it more difficult for new entrants and re.entrants 
to the labour market to qualify for benefits (April 1, 197~); 
3) Strengthen the requirements related to mlnlmum In. 
surable earnings (April 1, 1979); 
4) Reduce weekly benefits (January L 1979); 
"5) Make possible recovery of some benefits provided to 
high Income claimants (January 1, 1979); 
6) Provide for different financing methed for certain long 
term employment Insurance benefits (January 1, 1979). 
While the total savings to the private sector and to'the 
government will be In the area of Sl billion and will be 
welcome for that reason, the basis for the action of the 
government at this time Is to get people back to work. We 
want to make more attractive those lobs now paying close to 
the current level of unemployment Insurance benefits. 
Some of the money saved will ultimately be used to support 
the hlghly-successful Job Experience Training (JET) 
program for youth. We expect to see this program greatly 
expanded next year thanks to unemployment funds. 
Last winter, with the help of local Chambers of Commerce 
• and Boards of Trade, over 20,000 young people were provldod 
with lob orientation and training. Basically, what they 
gained from this was the experience of real employment In 
the private sector. In 1979-80 we hope to set In motion a J ET 
program which will provide opportunities for over 63,000 
youths. 
Proposals often have an air of the distant future to them. 
But the unemployment problem is a fact now. To meet the 
circumstances, the government has given Its approval to 
expansion of the current JET program this week even though 
savings from the six proposed changes fc the UI program will 
not be realized for some months yet, 
Getting more young people meaningful jobs In the prlvete 
sector is a main feature of 1he 1979-80 Employment Strategy. 
Our Summer Youth .Employment Program will be expanded 
as will expenditures on Year.Round Youth Employment and 
Employabillty. 
Other Initiatives In the 1979.80 Employment Strategy: 
. Measures to deal with Industrial change and develop. 
meat. Those laid off due to trade.related islocations will be 
eligible for a wage subsidy. 
. Disadvantaged communities and people will benefit from 
a budget Increase of nearly $17 million (up from $26.3 to $43 
million). 
. Greater attenllon and capital will be paid to developlog 
Industrial skills among the unemployed. The amount esr- 
marked for this program w~iI move from $31.5 million in 1978. 
79 to more than $100 million in 1979.80. 
These measures, taken as a whole, illustrate that if the 
Unemployment Insurance Program is more closely find to 
our employment strategies, we can continue to offer 
unemployment Insurance as a source of.temporary Income-' 
not as a~source of. temptation to stop working m- Iouklng~.for 
; J f  y0uiw6"u d .like, to receive more details on the,,Unem,, 
ployment Insurance Program changes and the 1979.80 
Employment Strategy, please write to me at the House of 
Commons, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0X2. 
I 
Interpreting the news 
.large part on the ability of STAY LOYAL 
.the military to maintain the So.far, there are no signs 
martial aw he imposed last that the military leaders, left unfulfilled the ex. reforms as contrary to the 
week on the capital, Tehran, many of whom were pectatiom of others, teachings of the Koran. 
and 11 provincial cities, educated in the Wast, are The leadership of the anti- These reforms include re- 
Only sporadic incidents o f  wavering from their support shah forces comes mainly moving large tracts of land 
violence have been reported of the shah. from the conservative from the control of the 
since Friday, when a clash ,As each day passes Islamic mullahs who oppose clergy, giving women the 
between troops and anti- without a return to the street the government's attempts vote, allowing women to 
shah demonstrators• in fighting of last Friday, his to westernize Iran--nct, as attend university and per- 
Tehran resulted in the death chance of weathering the many North Americans mitring them to discard their 
at least 97 persons and crisis improves, believe, from leftist traditional veils. 
The strength of the up- students. The religious leaders also injuries to hundreds of position challenge indicates, others. In fact, students are object o the massive influx 
A new wave of violence, however, that the shah may playing only a minor sup- of Westerners involved in 
however, might strain the have to make some major portive role in the current developing Iran's huge oLi 
loyalty of the military changes. leaders, observers say, !~During the last few years, crisis, sharing their up- reserves, an effort which position to thesshah with provided revenues of $20 
raising the possibility -of a his grandiose plans to use the religious leaders, billion last year. 
militpry take-over to prevent country's oil wealth to raise DISLIKE REFORMS 
the si~atiou from lran to a Western level of The mullahs, prayer In an attempt to appease 
degenerating into chaos, development have leaders of the Shiite sect that his religious and political 
challenged the entrenched is the faith of 90 per cent of opponents the shah named 
beliefs of many Iranians and Iranians, see the shah's Sharif.Emani, a devout 
by Jim Smith 
Beggar your Neig Iour 
be permitted to work in that A long time ago, thewell- 
tp~rs ge t iwork only when 
there aren't any local firms 
available, i 
~, Manitoba stipulates that 
:~nly Mbnitoba.based consult- 
ing engineers be employed 
on nuclear gonemting plants 
there. Competent engineers 
from anywhere elsein Cans- 
da:nre out of luck. 
Then there are the inter- 
provincial trucking wars 
whore vehicles with out-of- 
]lmused In B.C. In the spring of 1976 when sales tax and car known FathersofConfedera- 
|nsurance Increases took hundreds of millions out of the tionagreedthat.infuture,nll 
IL~:onomy. of Canada would stand to- 
province unless it can be de. 
retained that workers with 
similar skills are not available 
locally. 
Quebec's action invited province license plates are 
immediate response from pulled offthemadby police. 
The examples of beggar- 
your.neighbour policies with- 
gather, sharing equally in the 
good and the bad. But some. 
thing went wrong along the 
way and now the impover- 
ished Maritimes are part o f  
the same Confederation as 
wealthy Alberta and Ontsdtx 
Increasingly - and quite 
aside from the well.known' 
sovereignty i.ue in Quebec 
- Confederation has become 
a matter of every province 
for itself. The noble concept 
of one for all and all for one 
has gone by the boards, 
One example of the course 
we're taking can be found in 
Quebec where, by provincial 
decree, it has been specified 
that construction workers 
from outside Quebec will no! 
Ontario which has introduc. 
ed legidation barring Quebec 
tradesmen, Other egions can 
be expected to follow suit. 
But let's not dump all the 
blame on o~pmvinoe. Last 
year. for e?.~. pie, Ontario 
we,t.sb~piag for new pub- 
llc t rans~eh lc les .  The 
lowest bidltJ~e from MLW 
Worthington, a Qucbec-based 
outfit - but the contract 
went to Ontario's Hawker- 
Siddley at a higher price. 
Alberta, meanwhile, gives 
preferred status lo its own 
contractors for pipeline con. 
struction. Outside contrac. 
III L 
And when the economy slumps, tax yields slump too. 
The program I will follow when a Conservotive govern- 
ment Is elected in British Columbia Is designed to have the 
)pposlte ffect. By removing the sales tax we will relieve all 
he retail businesses In B.C. of the burden of acting as Tax 
Collectors and we will divide among British Columbians the 
<lulvalent of a 1600 million wage Increase. 
Removing the property tax for school purposes will also 
ave pyramiding effects. It will reduce the true cost of 
~verythlng produced In B.C., re&king Industry more com- 
)etltive at home and abroad, Increasing exports and 
lecreaslng Imports. It will also decrease substantially the 
:ost of operating hotels and motels, which, combined with the 
emoval of the tax on rooms, will make british columbia a 
nore attractive tourist desltinat Ion. 
Easing the tax burden will mean some businesses that 
~t ould have gone under will survive, new businesses will be arted, and successful businesses will expand. That will 
nean the creation of real, productive lobs - and It Is the only 
ray In which a government can actually create lobs. 
That Is the most Important aspect of a ConserVative 
~rogram which will cut $1 billion from taxes, to balance the 
~ooks not hy cuffing government services but by stimulating 
Irue economic growth so those services can be supported 
tlth less and lower taxes. 
L 
world's most open economies 
(more than half the goods 
coming into Canada pay no 
duty whereas the U.S,, for 
example, taxes more than 
90% of its imports), our 
trade representatives in the 
Geneva trade negotiations 
are talking about cutting ta- 
riffs even further in exchange 
for non-tariff concessions 
from other countries. 
But agreement on tariffs 
is a relatively easily attained 
state, being nothing more 
than a matter ofargning over 
easily defined numbers. Non- 
tariff bah'ion, on the other 
hand, are far more subtle and 
less readily defined. So, if we 
can't cope with trade barriers 
within our own borders, how 
can our naive "boy scout" 
approach to international 
trade in Geneva ccomplish 
anything of value? There's a
lesson on international trade 
to be found in our own inter- 
provincial affairs, 
"Think small" Isan editorial 
message from the Canadian 
Federation of Independent 
Business,, '
I I  
Moslem, as prime minister 
late last month. ~harif- 
Emani closed all the casinos 
and announced that all legal 
parties could take part in the 
government. 
The violence last week 
showed, however, that this 
was not enough to satisfy the 
shah's opponents. 
What worries the United 
States is the possibility that 
Iran may turn in on itself to 
solve its problems. While the 
U,S. views the situation as 
strictly an internal Iranian 
matter, the growth of  
nationalism and anti- 
western feeling is a source of 
cncern in Washington. 
in Confederation am almost 
endless. It's impossible now 
to ignore the fact (hat Con- 
federation just ~sn't working 
out the way the Fathen plan- 
ned it. The pmvlnchd leaders 
are to blame - but so is Ot- 
tawa. which has failed to de- 
velop a comprehensive na- 
tional development policy. 
The provincial ploys are born 
out of frustration with an 
economy that has stagnated. 
There is an important les- 
son here for Canadians. Al- 
though we opam, te one of the 
Issues become 
clear in study 
By CAROL GOAR 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
joint Senate-Commoas 
committee studying the 
constitution still has almost 
a month to present its first 
report to Parliament, but 
already it has become clear 
which issues are likely to 
dominate the report. 
The 3S-member com. 
mittee, set up to examine the 
const i tut ional  reform 
proposals announced last 
June by Prime Minister 
Trudaau, reaches the mid- 
way point today in its first 
set of hearings. 
Since.it began Aug. 15, the 
committee, chaired jointly 
by Liberal MP Mark 
MacGuigan (Windsor- 
Walkerviile) and Senator 
Maurice Lamontagne (L-- 
Quebec), has heard from two 
cabinet ministers, several 
academics and special. 
interest groups ranging from 
the National Indian 
Brotherhood to the 
Monarchist League of 
Canada. 
Two of the country's top 
constitutional lawyers will 
offer opinions this week on 
how far the federal govern- 
ment can go in changing the 
const i tu t ion  w i thout  
provincial consent. 
The question of unilateral 
action by the federal 
government is the most 
contentious i sue before the 
committee. After three 
weeks of debate over the fed- 
eral government's right to 
make changes in the Senate 
and the role of the monarchy 
wi thout  p rov inc ia l  
agreement, the committee 
voted to recommend to the 
government in its Oct. 10 
report that the question be 
referred to the Supreme 
Court of Canada. 
I 
DEAL WITH MONARCHY 
A second area the com- 
mittee will almost certainly 
deal with in its report is the 
future of the monarchy. The 
issue here is not so much one 
of the government's ln- 
tentiona s of the wording of 
the federal constitutional 
reform proposals. 
Provincial Relations 
Minister Marc Lalonde and 
Justice Minister Otto Lang 
have said the government 
plans to leave untouched the 
role of the monarch. 
L ,~. 
. . . . .  
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Naked " tortured School ])us safety 
• / ' i~r~ BLOEMPONTEIN, South All pleaded not guilty, as by their wrists," the Gra elevator School bus safety is responsibility but they do stopped until the b~ 
Africa (Reuter) -- A group did a third white detective statement said. "As they everyone's responsibility - need cooperation from resumes motion, or until ti~ 
d policemen suspended six charged withassault. . hung, they were hit with a naked black prisoners by Eight days after the sJambok (leather whip) and COjv~tr~.~ct le t  remember that traffic in everyone, busdriversignaisitissafe 
cludne from a ceiling and alleged buntings One of the hesepipe." Vehicle Act places the 
•a•lJ•ted them to beatings ectrie Mmck treat- Mehlomola Matobuko, died 
meet, state prosecutor A.R. 
Erasmus aid Monday. 
He made the allegation at 
the opening of the triol of two 
white and four .black 
detectives and two white 




Erasmus gave to the court 
a written statement that said 
the six blacks were arrested 
on March It after a burglary 
at a farm near the Orange 
Free Slate town of Welkom. 
"They were hanged naked 
Sailors raise cain 
ESQUIMALT, B.C. (CP) 
-- Three men were arrested 
Sunday night following a 
brawl at the junior ranks 
club at Canadian Forces 
Base Esqimalt involving 200 
t0250 sailors from the United 
States, Britain and New 
Zcaland. 
A spokesman for the Cana- 
dian Armed Forces said no 
charges will be laid and dis- 
clpliusry action will be taken 
by the ships on an in-house 
basis. 
He said no Canadians were 
Involved in the incident. 
The spokesman said 
mUlary and civilian police 
from Esqulmalt and Vic- 
toria-and the RClVlP-were 
called to the club shortly 
after erasing time to quell the 
"brawl. 
He said some beer bottles 
were thrown, but there was 
little damage to the club. 
The spokesman said it is 
not known what triggered 
the fracas but, knowing the 
Britisli and the New 
Zealanders, "they probably 
just didn't like each other." 
Sailors from the New 
Zealand frigate Otngo and 
the U,S. frigates Brooke and 
Roark, as well as those from 
eight British sbips, were 
involved. 
Erasmus aid wires then 
were applied to their bodies 
for the electric shocks, 
adding "these assaults took 
place, with pauses, until 
midday." 
The prosecutor said .the 
burglary had taken place at 
the farm of Heedrik Petms 
Steenkamp, one of the 
defendants. 
Police were called, and six 
blacks arrested, They were 
taken to a storeroom on the 
farm where the beating isal- 
leged to have taken place. 
Erasmus aid the accused 
took turns in carrying out the 
assaults. During this time, 
rags were placed over the 
faces of the blacks. 
He said the state would 
allege that Stnenkamp fired 
shots at the blacks us they 
fled from the farm. 
After Monday opening 
s ta tement ,  technica l  
evidence was given by two 
police photographers who 
took pictures of the black 
prisoners after their arrest 
and alleged beating. 
Carter intensifies 
Camp David efforts 
• CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP) 
- -  U.S. President Carter has 
begun a more intense ffort 
to bridge differences bet- 
wean Egypt and israel but 
"neither optimism nor 
pessimism is justified at this 
point," Carter spokesman 
Jody Powell reported 
Monday. 
Carter is trying to refine 
• areas of apparent progress 
at the Middle East summit 
meeting •here and trying to 
find compromise approaches 
In areas where Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat and 
Israeli Prime Minister 
Menaehem Begin are apart, 
for the first time in more 
than 48 hours, said Carter 
has no immediate plans for a 
three-way meeting with the 
Egyptian and Israel eaders. 
Powell said it would be in- 
appropriate "to draw the 
conclusion of a stalemate" 
from the fact that there has 
been no three-way session 
since last Thursday. 
'*You are barking up the 
wrong tree," the spokesman 
said. 
He said the summit has 
grown more intense and the 
discussions are being con- 
ductnd in a more detailed 
fashion. 
stage. Car ter  was un• 
derstood to have made 
"suggestions" to Begin at 
their meeting and 
presumably did the same 
with Sadat. 
There was no public word 
about what the suggestions 
were• 
Carter is seeking com- 
promises from both sides to 
break the Mideast impasse. 
Sadat is said to he looking for 
far more than a framework 
for negotiations at a lower 
level after the summit. 
The Egyptian leader is 
known to want hard results 
• OTTAWA - The Honorable 
Ioca Campegnolo, Minister 
of State {Fitness and 
Amateur Sport), and 
Member of Parliament for 
Skeana, announced onbehalf 
of the Honorable J udd 
Buchanan, Minister of 
Fublie Works; that Barnett- 
McQneen Company Limited 
of Rielunond, B.C., has been 
awarded a contract for 
$439,428 to construct a 
concrete slab for the grain 
• elevator at Prince Rupert, 
B.C. 
The successful firm 
submitted the lowest of three 
bids received in response to 
public advertisement. The 
high bid was $588,000~.. 
Specifications for the 
contract, which calls for the 
work to be completed by 
mid-November, 1978, were 
prepared for the Department 
of Agriculture by Sandwell 
and Company of Vancouver, 
B.C., under the supervision 
of Public Works Canada. 
The contract call~ for the 
construction of a 15 metre 
square concrete slaE" on 
concrete piers for the grain 
drier to provide grain drying 
capahility to the government 
elevator at Prince Rupert. 
l~e project manager is R. 
Wallace of the Public Works 




TORONTO (CP) -- A 
survey conducted for The 
Star shows that quebeeers 
would vote " against 
separation of the province 
from Canada if they hadqo 
vote now in a referendum on 
the issue. 
The survey by Goldfarb 
Consultants of Toronto says 
'73 per cent of the people 
asked in June how they 
would vote on the issue said 
they would vote against 
separation. 
In February, 1977, the date 
of the last survey by The 
Star, 71,per cent said they 
would oppose separation. 
• The latest survey shows 
that 25 percent  favored 
separation from Canada, the. 
same percentag~ as in 1977.  
Regardless of how they 
voted, 84 per cent of thee 
interviewed said that if a 
referendum washeld in the 
week ahead it would result in 
a defeat for separatism, the 
survey says. 
• It says 47 per cent 'of 
Quebecers believe Premier 
Rene Levesque is 
ment is Iosting momentum 
rather than gaining. 
People are beginning to 
believe that Levesque is 
willing to compromise and 
that because he is softening 
his views on separation, 
Quebecers opposed to 
separatism will be more 
willing to listen to what he 
has to say, the survey says. 
Declining confidence inthe 
Patti Quebecois govern• 
ment, the poor state of the 
Quebec economy and fear of 
separation are most often 
mentioned as reasons for 
feeling the separtist 
movement is Isling 
momentum. • 
As many as six in 10 
separat i s ts ,  however, 
believe the movement" is 
gaining momentum, the 
survey says. 
The survey says the 
federal  government ' s  
treatment of Quebec on 
economic issues, a growing 
sense of nationalism and the 
leadership of the Parti Qua. 
becois are the reasons most 
Powell said. "It is certainly a more in- from the conference. But moderating his views on often given for feeling that 
there was no way of knowing The process began Sunday tense effort by the (U.S.) .. separation and 40 per cent separatism ts gaining 
at a 65.minute meeting president," Poweil said. , whether Begin was yietding believe the separatist move- momentum. 
betweenCarter and Begin. It MAKES 'SUGGESTIONS to his demand for full Israeli . . . . .  . ~ 
continued Monday when Israeli sources, asking not withdrawal from Arab land.~ ~ , , . .• ~ . ' . . . . . .  ,~ 
• Carter met for two hours to be identified, sald.'the taken•.by~lsraelin'.tlie:1967 1 ~ ' ' ~ ' " . . . . . . .  ' ~ : . . . . . . .  ~f~' '~"  " ~ ' / ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
with Sedat. ' ;; ~ L 'M ' ~ havemoved from the war and for, recogiiition ~'Of . . . . . . . .  " '"" ' : . . . . .  
reporters exploratory to the operative Palestinian "rights." " _ '~kL _.,_ .._ I ~ _ ~  Powell, briefing ~ R U U r ~='~[ ; .  
• • Inn  Ganges death toll rises 
NEW DELHI (Reuter) -- capital of Calcutta said the Embankments along the 
India's mighty Ganges River Ganges would reacb its peak river, already weakened by 
roNMominyandthreatened by the weekend in the the first wave of death- 
the devastated state of West districts of Malda and dealing floods, are being 
Bengal with a second wave Murshidabad, where troops watched clesely by the ar- 
0~ floods, are stationed at strategic my. 
Officials in the State points• The Ganges and Jamuna, 
along with several smaller 
rivers, have inundated huge 
areas across northern India 
in the worst floods for a 
century .  Unof f i c ia l  
estimates put the death toil 
at more than 1,500. 
In the national capital 
CATCH A BIG ONE IN P ICTURES area, there is still a flood 
threat to four residential 
areas of'western Delhi. 
About 40,000 residents were 
told to be ready to move out 
of their homes. 
Floodwater receded, 
however, in the northern 
state of Utter Pradesh where 
several towns-- including 
the Hindu holy •cities of 
Ailabahad and Varanasi-- 
were inundated last week. 
Malaria and stomach 
diseases were reported 
prevalent around Allahabud 
and medical ~ficers are 
working around the clock to 
prevent an outbreak of 
cholera. 
yourself as steady as pos- 
sible, since a rocky boat can 
easily cause you to jiggle the Erickson 
camera. Check the son's 
position, making sure its 
rays aren't shining directly wins 
into your lens. If neeessew, 
shade your lens with the 
brim of a fisherman's cap or d by 
your hand, er  
Once the fish are gaffed or 
beginner and pro can get netted, keep an eye out for 
top.notch color snapshots picture opportunities of the DELTA, B.C. (CP) --  
of all the fishing fun hy  victorious fishermen with Hauling 20 metres of truck 
following these tips from their prized catches. ° and trailer through an ub- 
the experts: Protect your camera from siacle course too tricky for 
Picture the complete fish- water droplets. One drop ie most car drivers is difficult 
ing vacation from start to all you need to spoil a at the best of times, but rain 
finish, including scenes of picture. The dual-purpose, sad wind mada it even worse 
tying trout flies at home, handle/tens cover on Kodak ot the 1978 Canadian truck 
renting the boat, casting Tele-Ektra cameras will help rnadeo here. 
lessons on deck and making protect lens and viewflnder 
the big catch, from water spray. (It also 
• Drop your rod, pick up locks into position" when Thirty.one 31 drivers corn- 
the camera nd stert shoot- open to aid in steadiness.)- peted intheroadeaSaUlrday 
lag the minute acompanion Extend the low-light eepa- and the grand ehampian 
award went o Ron Eriekson gets a bite. With the built-in bilities of your camera by 
telephdt9 lens of the new using high-speed Kodaeolor of Vancouver. 
Kodak Tele-Ektra 2 camera, 400 f i lm whenever the 
you can get close range weather is overcast, and to Slick tarmac, greasy 
views from the boat of a take advantage of those windshields and rain.snaked 
fish that's struggling on a desirable arly morning snd mirrors beset competitors 
line in the eea. You can also late afternoon fishing hours, daring the competition at the 
get broader shots of your Finally, be sure to bring old Boundary Bay airport 
companiom on deek. along some extra film, site south of Vancouver. 
Look for the best angle. If especially on a long fmhlng 
the.catch is putting up a voyage. You wouldn't want Erieksen won the straight 
fight, try to anticipate a to miss out on the highlight truck classification and the 
lea~ ,rid snap when the fish of the trip because you ran grand champion award on 
reac.' its peak. And, keep short on film. overall points. 
• , ,., 
Rookie dropliner and 
, . hook.and-sinker veteran will 
agree that fishing and pic- 
ture-taking o together like 
a rod and a reel, since 
catching a fish in pictures 
can be as much fen as 
hooking one on the line• 
With a lightweight, versa- 
tile camera that's easy-to- 
• use and easy-to-tote, both 




CLOS ED Reservations 
236 01TV I}TR, su.. 632-3636 
M i l l A Y  
.September 13 
TUNE.UP 
Sell. tst• Sept llrd 
$29" $31" I;46" 
4 cy~ • cyhnd~ O 
II~ Replace Spa~kPt~Q$ a l  
w4h ,~OW AUIOMO p:uQs ~ '. I 
C ~  ~ 
~ ~ MM~an parts  
syl lemho~ . • . 
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I-('l~le$ lKJhl 1tucks ~ ,repOtS 
and Eco~o~n 
Pad*, and tab~ m¢luOnd ~ C~[ | ~ii~, 
• ,,.~-.,~ Expiru SOt. ~S~I 
Terrace Totem Ford 
4631 Keith Soles Ud, 635-4984 
both directions must stop 
when a stopped school bus 
flashes red lights front and 
rear. 
As a motorist you should 
drive with extra caution 
whenever a school bus is 
near. As a parent you should 
remind students of the need 
to follow the school bus 
safety rules learned at 
school. School bus drivers 
are well 'trained and are 
conscientious about heir big- 
Section 142 of the Motor- proceed. . . :. 
Failure to stop for a scnouJ 
following requirement on a Imscarriesapenaltyofthre~e 
driver of a vehicle that is demerit points. More 
approaching from either serious, though, is the risk df 
direction a stopped school hitting a student who ~s 
bus ff the school bus in- relying on the motorist to 
dicates by a sign or flashing stop. 
red lights that it is stopped to " - " - 
receive or discharge school Herald 
children. 
- The driver of the ap- Class Ads 
preaching vehicle must stop. 
The driver must remain Get Results 
[nn wE 61uE v0u 
lib THE (0mFORTS 
OF Home. 
!/ 
Now you can go anywhere and sti l l  have those -/ - -~ I / . ~ ~  
comforts  of home. Take your vacation this year ~ / , r ~ ~ i  
in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles. _ ~  ~" ~J 
Its the only way to gel ~ i  i 
V-e, Automatic, Tilt Wheel, Cruise Control . 
1978 TRANS AM . . . . . .  , enau  
1977 UEReURY UARQUIS _tlK_as 
2.door, loaded ............................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~iw Ill V ~IWIIF 
1977 MUSTANG tnncIR 
$ door V-8, 4 speed, T roof, stereo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  q i l lVYqWY 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAiRE ...$649§ 
2 door, V-8, auto. trans ..................................... 
1977 DODGE CLUB can $7696 
V-8, 4 speed .................................... 
1976 CHRYSLER OORDOBA 
2.deer, V•O, automatic, air conditioning, stereo . . . . . . . .  . ........... - - $ 6 6 9 6  
1976 FORD F260... . CHEW.... eAe $7196 
4x4, V-8 auto, lrans .................................... 
1976 DATSUN 280Z 
OnlYiO,O00 Miles, Excellent Condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6896 
1976 KAPLUN TENT TRAILER ................................ $2496 
1976 DODGE OORONET ,__, ,__.,,, .......................................... $3896 
1974 OHEV PIOKUP $2995 
Series, V.1, 4 speed . . . . . . . . . . .  . . * . . . . . . * . ** . * . . * . . * . * . ** ' * " "  
1977 18' SANGSTER 
166 HJ j. Mereuq inboard oulboard. Easy load trailer. 
Toilet - Deplh SeNder, On-bee Radio, Like new condition 
 AWA , 
In recognition el progressive management. 
modern soles and so,vice lacilitles..sound 
molchandioing practices...high quality stow 
dmdo..and continuing interest in r:qdnfing 




Tenaee Totem Ford Sales Ltd. 
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Ri l  y i p ' .gos togeth  . e tr es to ut  er  
TORONTO (CP) -- Pieces 
kept falling out even while 
Bud Riley started the task 
Monday "of trying to put 
Toronto Argonauts back 
together after the firing of 
head coach Leo Cahill on 
Sunday. 
Jim Rountree, assistant 
coach in charge of the 
defensive secondary, left the 
Argos Monday, leaving Riley 
with three other assistant 
coaches. 
"He just packed his bags 
and left," an Argo 
spokesman said of Roun- 
tree's departure. 
Still on the Argo staff are 
Chunk Dickerson, offensive 
line coach; Del Wight, 
defensive line coach, and 
Lorne Richardson, assistant 
defensive coach. 
Bill Hodgson, majority 
owner of the Canadian 
Football League club, fired 
C.ahili after Sunday's 27-2 
/ 
loss to Montreal Alouettes-- 
Toronto's fifth consecutive 
defeat. 
Hodgson elevated Riley, 
Argos' offensive co.ordlne.r 
and a former head coach 
with Winnipeg Blue Born- 
hers, to the bead coach 
position. 
Rountree, like Cahill0 
made his second exit from 
the Argos camp. Cahili, 50, 
• was first fired in 1972 by then 
owner John Bassett after six 
years as Argos head coach 
and Rountree, an assistant 
under Cahill for five of those 
years, followed. 
Rountree returned as an 
assistant coach when Cahill 
was rehired to start he 1977 
season. STRESSES 
DISCIPLINE 
Riley, 52,- is known as a 
stern d i sc ip l inar ian  
Hodgson said he hopes the 
new coach can restore some 
order. 
Riley said one of his imme- 
diate concerns i  to improve 
the blocking of the offensive 
line. 
"We'll also have to put a 
few things in for Terry," he 
said in reference to Terry 
Metcalf, the star running 
back from the National 
Football League St. Louis 
Cardinals who has managed 
only 3.9 yards a carry. 
Riley, who had earlier said 
he would prefer not to get 
involved as a. head coach 
again, said of the Argos 
situation: "It's bard taking 
over at this time of the 
season. Theplayers are so 
tense that they're making 
mistakes. •=. And those 
mistakds are hurting us bad. 
Riley wofild not speculate 
on possible lmnges in player 
personnel. 
Sheasby  sets  
I ,)wling 
Report 
etc. At times like this we 
endeavor to have lists posted 
for each league of people 
who will spare. You can 
spare for whichever.lesgue 
suits you best. Anyone in- 
terested in becoming a 
floating spare please phone 
the howling alley at 635-5911. 
Coffee leagues sUll need 
some regular bowlers. •
• Riley's first game at the 
Argo helm is Saturday night 
against his former club, the 
Blue Bombers, in Winnipeg. 





Tom Sheasby in car No. 17 
set a new track record at the 
Terrace Speedway Sunday 
by clocking a 20,2 second 
run, beating the old record of 
20.3 held by Herb Quast. 
With the exception of a few 
mishaps such as bent fen- 
ders and loosing a few tires, 
most drivers were able to 
complete their run at the 
track. 
A new entrant, Rick 
Hamilton, driving car No. 43, 
did not win, but turned in a 
creditable performance for 
his first time behind the 
wheel at the. track. 
C..ELEBRITY RACE 
to say. 
The final race of the year 
is planned for Sunday, 
September 17, and will 
feature a "bag" race. It 
sounds dangerous, ince the 
driver has a bag over his 
head While driving, however 
he does have a co-pilot o 
instruct him which way to 
turn. Needless to say there 
are a lot of bumps and 
scrapes during this race. 
Trophies and prizes will be 
presented to the years 
winners during a dance and 
supper to bo held September 
• 30. Anyone interested and 
wanting more information 
can phone AL Rasko at 635- 
A special celebrity race 6714 or Emma King at 635- 
was held with Mayor Dave 6863. 
Maroney and Alderman Vic 
by Kathy McLeod 
Another Bowling Season 
got underway over the past 
week and in hopes of keeping 
everyone informed about 
League Results, YBC 
happenings, tournaments, 
etc., I will be submitting this 
report each week. 
With all the confusion of 
the first week the.re will be 
no league reports this week. 
There are eight .leagues 
run over the week from 
Monday to Friday. These 
consist of an 8-team men's 
League; 56 teams in mixed 
leagues and 32 ladies teams 
which consist of two coffee 
leagues and one evening 
league. 
As you Can imagine with 
all these leagues there has to 
be one or two problems. 
Right now we have a shor- 
tage of people to act as 
floating spares. A floating 
spare is some A flo~ting 
spare is someone who 
doesn't want to bowl 
regularly but would like to 
bowl every so often and 
doesn't mind being called at 
the last minute. Sometimes a 
team finds themselves short 
one player due to sickness. 
Jolliffe racing against wo 
RCMP officers, Tom Marvin • • $ ~ 
andwMa~folna[elt'~ereouean Racing driver succumb i TOOVEY 
°fi~h%Ul°~eat:iwna;tickaeth~rd to  M] lan  crash . • s 
',~ . . . .  ; , . . .  :=:.~,~P'~,~tF_, I . JTF-.~AP.,  London University, ..who bappiest;d~y~f:.r~i~ehas~lNBOOnY (boats) YAMAHA I 
e ~ died Monday--less than 24 leg fractures blocked th friena.' : '  / Hours: Men . . . .  t I t~r l .~1.~ hours after-being dragged blood and.oxygen supply to Peterson, a popular, ex- 1 . . . . . .  Dea~er U~ence ~g ga la  . . . .  J ~ from the blazing wreck of his theoram Kmneysan.a~un,~ perienced and exciting l q~o urelg Number 02013A vu , 'u , - - - -  car minutes after the Grand v e~.erson also s mw~ e driver, was regarded as the • 
DRAGSTER. CRASHES Prix of Italy had got under gasonne !um whic ~ fastest on the Grand P ; ix  :' 
MILAN, Mica. (AP) -- A way. trappea i n..nis ._cat, boutS95 circuit. He won a record • _ 
Toledo, Ohio, aragracerw.as The 34-year-old Swede, carrieua~uni~an~cUt~ne fuel three Italian Grand Prix ,1, . . . . .  [ I ' ' I LAN|A  I I%qt~mP~ Ltd. 
in serioua condition after me whose injuries were not gallOnS Ol n [?~1'1- . I l f f lUU r-IOl~lli~Ulllli¢ I lg [a ln ,~ 
il h 
, ne.Lmn 
:' ~ (oh'ann sam 
Br ie fs  
throttle ofhisdragsterstuck considered to be critical 
There. is also a Youth 
Bowling Lefigue and it is stiU'. ~. 
open for .registration. YBC 
bowling commences th i s '  
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
Juniors - ages l l  to 13 bowl 
Friday at 3:30 p.m:;..Ban- 
tams - ages 9 to ,10 bowl 
Saturday a t  10 !, a'.m.; 
PeeWees - ages 6 to8 ~wl 
Saturday at.12no~h;.~eniors 
- ages 14 to 18 bowl Sundays 
join phone the bowling alley 
or. be at the lanes at. the 
appropriate time. we  have 
enjoyed a productive YBC 
over  the past few years 
which have resulted in teams 
and individuals going'out Of 
town for zone finals etc. 
Last but not least there is 
.also a Golden Age league. 
Any Golden Agars wishing to  
join just contact the bowling 
lanes at 635-5911. 
The House of Fuller 
i I i  
I KITCHEN CABINETS • VANITIES • INSTALLATION • • ' • 
I • MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • American Mario Andretti, races at Monza. . Ton'aoo Eleotronlo Repairs Ud, 
' s"''" """' ' " "  I w°°° this season, he was lying 
second in the world eham- ! - -  . 'O -~ MAKEsSERVICEoFONT.v.'sALL 'l . i 1~ ITCI.IE N pionship standings with a 
chance to catch Andretti for | 
the title, l " ~ Warranty Depot for | BRAO REESE ~ ~lm .n~I  • 
I te~ TM Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, I A.EA .,NAGEn I~  ABINETS 
I Sylvania " I e69 - STH AVENUE n l  
PRINCE GEORGE, e,c~ v2t. 3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD, 
. I  ' MON.-SAT. 8 a.m..S p.m. I BUS, 564.1488 N 0 T I 0 E 4908Graham " 635-4543 RES. 562-228, FREE ESTIMATES, 
and it rammed into a 20-foot 
sand hill during a qualifying 
run Sunday at Milan 
Dragway. Dragway owner 
Clifton Riley said Richard 
Ka.ighan was travelling at 
speeds of up to 200 
kildnetres an hour on the 
quarter-mile straightaway 
when the throttle jammed 
and the car's parachute 
failed to open. 
CANADIANS WIN 
OKLAI IOMA CITY (AP) 
-- Canada captured the 
world team championship in 
the second annual world Tae 
Kwon-Do martial arts 
competition Sunday by 
beating a team from the 
Dominican Republic. A total 
of 27 countries were 
represented in the com- 
petition. 
PATE DOING WELL 
NEW YORK ~ AP) -- Jerry 
Pate, who took home first- 
prize money of $35,000 in last 
weekend's Southern Open, 
climbed into ninth place on 
the Professional Golfers 
Association tour money list 
with $167,999, figures 
released Monday by the PGA 
show. Tom Watson remained 
in the No. 1 spot in the 
money-winnings li t with 
$303,429 and was followed by 
Andy Bean, $285,440; Jack 
Nicklaus, $249,772; Lee 
Travino, $215,295; Hubert 
Green, $183,906; Hale Irwin, 
$176,441; Bill Kratzert, 
$176,099', Gary Player, 
$170,366, and Pate and Oil 
Morgan, $166,599. 
HORTON TRADED 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- 
Los Angeles Rams an- 
nounced Monday that 
reserve guard Greg Horton, 
a third-year player out of 
Colorado, has been traded to 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers for 
a future National Football 
League draft choice, 
EDUR RETIRES 
PITrSBURGH (CP) -- 
Pittsburgh Penguins aid 
Monday that defeneeman 
Tom Edur has announced his 
retirement from the 
National Hockey League 
,team. Edur, 23, of Toronto, 
was married uring the off- 
season to a member of the 
Jehovah's Witnesses faith 
and Penguins general 
manager Baz Bastien said he 
had been informed that 
"certain beliefs will prevent 
him from playing hockey." 
initially, fell into a coma 
about dawn after an oper- 
ation add died four hours 
later, before his wifeBarbro 
could reach the hospital. 
Peterson's Lotus and the 
. McLaren of Britain's James 
Hunt collided to start the 10- 
car pile-up. Peterson's car 
ran into the guard rail, 
caught fire and was hit from 
behind by the Suctees of 
Italian veteran Vittorio 
Brambilla. 
The race was won by 
defending world champion 
Niki Lauda of Austria. 
Racing officials and the 
Milan prosecutor have 
opened inquiries into the 
accident following the 
chaotic start of the race. 
Some drivers have called for 
the closure of the track. 
"iVIonza is simply too dan, 
gerous, too out of date," said 
former world champion 
Emerson Fittipa~di, who was 
at Milan's Niguarda Hospital 
when Peterson died. 
FO]tCES COLLISION 
Hunt, who pulled Peterson 
from the blazing wreck, 
pinned responsibility for the 
crash on Italy's Riceardo 
Patrese. He said the Italian 
tried to squeeze in from the 
right, forcing him to the left 
and into the collision with 
Peterson. 
However, Patrese flatly 
rejected the charge and said 
his Arrows racer had 
already sped out in front 
before the collision. 
Brambilla, who suffered a 
skull fracture when struck 
by a flying wheel, was in 
improved condition, doctors 
said Monday. 
Lotus team boss Colin 
Chapman said the accident 
was due to the irrespon- 
sibility of some drivers, but 
he would mention o names. 
Some experts estimated 
the cars were running at 180 
kilometres an hour when the 
collision occurred. 
Hours before the start of 
the race, Peterson escaped 
unhurt from an accident 
during an unofficial practice 
run. He went off a bend and 
badly damaged his Lotus. He 
started in a spare car 
prepared by mechanics at 
the last minute. 
DEATII FROM EMBOLISM 
Professor Eric Watkim of 
Peterson's Lotus team-mate 
who won the world driver's 
championsifip as a result of 
the accident drove to the. 
hospital on Monday. 
"What could have been the 
With sincere regret.Chop Suey Garden 
Restaurant in Terrace wishes to advise 
its customers that it cannot continue 
free hme delivery. Effective 
immediately we will continue to give 
our usual prompt service b every 
other oapadty. 
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OONORETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE.  
TERRACE,  B.C. 
OUSTOM OONORETE PROD. 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook 







24 HOUR SERVICE  
4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V5 
CHARTER: ,d 




Learn to Water Ski at 
Lakelse Lake. | Reasonable Rates 
Boats for Sale 
ME RMAID YACHT SALES & CHARTERS 
Phone 790-2267 
at WalerLily Bay Resort 
t "PRIVATE INV[SIIGATOR t 
• 4635 LAZELLE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. PHONE (604) 635.3863 
voG 3NS OR (60Q 635.3861 
I 
Oall us at 636-6367 9 to 5 
Be a Fu l le re t te  
No experience is required. 
Enjoy this pleasant way to earn additional 
income in the hours you choose. 
FOR DETAILS  CALL:  JOAN PETRE 
638-8302 R0,49-4626 Graham 
FREE ESTIMATES 
.... Ali Types of Cleaning 
C A R F E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEANING 
CLEANING 
• All work done to your satisfaction 
I 
R:R. 2 N. EBY. UN mlU.IN 
1 TERRACE, B.C. MAICtO(I Tel. 635.345, 
SKEEH VALLEY 
RENTALS, , , .  
: Most Anything - Most Anylime4:or 
:~:,'~ -CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY~NDIVIDUALS '~ .~ 
Hours: Men[ .  Sat. 8-6 
636-7417 4946 Oreig Avenue Phone 635.7417 
i 
Winnipeg for four years until 
the club dismissed him after 
the 1977 season following a 




Test ddvea Honda tod,  at 
TERRACEHONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. t6 West 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 11-8 
635.6571 or 6354325 
Z- ] [ONDZ~.  Oealer Llcence Number 020/~iA .~.1 




Roze]le wants:foul/rig out +'::I 
TOPEKA, Fan. (AP) - -  
Commhaioner Pete Ro~eHe 
of the National Football 
League said Monday 
professional football can 
flagrant fouling by its 
players through stricter en- 
forcement of existing rules. 
"It's going to be up to us to 
enforce the rules on the fla- 
grant plays," Rozelle, here 
taoPenthe city's United Way , 
campaign, told a news 
conference. "If it's a 
flagrant foul, they should be 
thrown out of the game." 
Rozelle said there were 
unpenaiized fouls committed 
in Sunday's game between 
Kansas City Chiefs and 
Houston Oilers, which the 
commissioner attended in 
nearby Kansas City. 
" I  think that strong en- 
forcement is the best 
deterrent• there," Rozelle 
Indians 
defeat. Jays. 
CLEYELAND (AP) - -  
Gary Alexander hit a two- 
run fifth-inning homer 
Monday, help~g Cleveland 
indians to a 0-4 victory over 
Toronto Blue Jays in the 
opener of an American 
League baseball 
doubleheader. 
Alexander singled home a 
Cleveland run in the first, 
then hit his ~5th omer of the 
year to give the Indians a 5-4 
lead over Jessie Jefferson, 7- 
13. 
Rink Waits, 12-13, 
s ul~e~ _.ered home runs to 
Otto Velez, Dong Anit and 
Dave McKay but recm'ded 
his fifth straight trlam~ and 
14th complete game this 
ceases .  
Ault's shot followd Butch 
Alberts' double in the fourth 
inning, and McKay followed 
with his homer to give 
Toronto a 4-~. lead. 
Rick Manning's ingle in 
the fourth made it 4-3. 
Andre Thornton homered 
in the seventh to become the 
first Cleveland player to hit 
30 homers since Rocky 
Colavito did it in 1966. 
C.B. News 
• By Din• 
• Howdy again, allyou good 
~0pleout there in C.B. land, 
time to settle dawn long 
enough to get another 
column out so let's get on 
with it .... 
Complaints and lots of 
them~ have been reaching 
me lately so I feel it's that 
time again when we must 
bring to your attention and 
stress the importance of the 
use o~ CH01, as by mutual 
courtesy of the C.B.'ers in 
the area, that channel 01, 
remain open as a truckers 
channel which is mini°•red 
by a group of individuals 
have coffee and meet with 
the other C.B.'ers. Lots of 
coffee and laugha,..thls last 
Sunday brought out Mai-Tai, 
Geronimo, / Wolverine, 
Braided Rope, Mustang, 
Snap-on, Grasshopper, Beep- 
Beop, Super Thief and Super 
Cookie, Radardski, Littll 
Dipper, Sleepy, Sandman, 
Rock Crusher, Rain Drop, 
Grey Cloud, ToolLe and 
visitors from P.R . . . .  Blue 
Phantom, Blue Fa i ry ,  M is ty  
Blue and Little Blue Monster 
(and of course yours truly). 
Congratulations TO Blue 
Fairy and Blue Phantom for 
bringing back the farthest 
said when asked if tougher 
rules and penalties might 
help prevent the disabling 
hits being made by defensive 
players on offensive 
players--including plays 
alter the offensive player 
has gone out of hounds. 
"those things do occur," 
Rozelle said. "I think they. 
(players) can be made more 
aware of the boundaries by 
making the penalty for 
flagrant plays out of hounds 
• disqualification." 
On the topic of drugs, 
Ro~elle said use of pills in the 
NFL is down dramatically 
from the 1960s and early 
1970s, partly because of stiff 
league action to halt it and 
partly because the fedori 
government hogan requirin 
prescriptions: for a~ 
phetamines. 
"We've been on the dm 
problem," Rozelle said.'" 
can't say we've solved it. 
can't prevent a player fret 
getting amphetamines if hi 
wife has a prescription fd 
them trying to lose weigl~, 
i 
Elks Bing, 
The Elk's Blng0 hours w 
change ffective Septoml~_ 
13. On Wednesday nights U 
doors will open at 7 p.m, m 
the games will start at 7:: 
p.m,  
Grimsley wins No.11 
MONTREAL (CP) --  Left- • 
hander Ross Grimsley 
pitched 7 1-3 perfect innings 
and finished with a ~-  
hitter aQ Montreal Expos 
sonpped a four-game losing 
streak with a 3-1 v t~ o~. .  
St. Louis Cardinals in a 
National :League baseball 
game Monday night. 
George Hendrick's double 
to right.centre broke up 
Grimsley's perfect game 
and Was follo~ved by an in- 
field hit by Ken Reitz and a 
single by Keith Hernandez to 
produce the St. Louis run 
before 4,999 fans. " " ~"  
Gary Carter hit a two-ms: 
homer, his it°h, for t l~ l i :  
Expos in the fourth to'give' 
Montreal a 3~} lead aRer a 
run.scoring double by Andre 
Dawson in the third off 
starter John Denny, l l - l l .  
Grimsley moved hi~ 
record to  18-9, tying Phil. 
Niekro of Atlsnta for meet 
victories in the National 
League this season. Gr.inl.- 
' sleyaiso tied.the Expos' eros- ~ 
record for victories in a 
season, set by Carl Morton, 
who was  18- t l  in 1970. " 
THE HOBBY HUT::: 
Ceramic Time Again/ 
We are now registering for fall classes to 
start September 18, 197g between the hours 
of I to 5 and 7 to 9 every day this week. So 
register now. The address is 3936 McNei l  
Street in Thornhi l l .  
For Information Phone 
• ', . 
JPII + 
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Ntw ad, Sold L'I 
m(~'e  co~n~o~]y  known as  -~e l  J!.rel~.lt. I¢~Sofd ' .  L~k~u~f SECAQ!~ ' OPl 
The Four Way Flashers...as ' [~" - - ' - -  I " $-I(}~t~ 
most of you are aware, a Wee Geardie from Smithors 635"9393 or  636-2872 1 omw~,vv~,  ,0~y !o,,,,.~ ..D,, v,, .... : 
couple of years ago, it who brought back a radio ~ '~, ,~o ,~ '~' 
1 345.3157 • j seemed that everyone was o~o~,~ 
he g out on  onel 1, that a Ram Evt rv t~ lM ~ I • m,tc Iorm%re ~ J and this includes the Radio Course is in the  . ~ m,,m~.~l 11 tO~6 C~'~$ V h O~ ce. ~F ,  
truckers, and there.wan making and we'll have more [ ~. . ~,~,,,~," .......... +~i;[: i ;:, "~"~'~ 
~ I ~  felt the truckers next week .mr . t~,~,~k are!: I .' l ~ i ~ i ~ r l ~  " i "  : I I~~.~.  :I'!, ~, ~ '~,,,,.~%'"'"+"D~.~,, . . . . ,  .  ,~ .,,.~*, ...... .. S,,~.~ ,~ 
~d be on a channel of interested m it.: . .  . | ~ 1 ~ i , ~ 1  II . I L~r~,_VO I ,. : , t ,~nlL . . . . . .  ~,.~ ,o~.,.,, ~'~ 
thclr own and not tying up 19. A wescome to  me. mr- | ~ ~ I r ~ I . . . .  ~ r "1 " : ~  ~8~ L ~', '  . ' 0 ' ,~ '  [ 
( ' rh~fee~w,  smutuainot  waves goes out t_o Moose- I I ,  
ocdy in Terrace, b::t all over Tracks (alias Big I~'Oo~ w.no i • l:~'. ~ ~ ,~. .~ . .~ .  m,~ ~*. ~T,~dr,7~,:~ ; , ; (~  i 
B.C.) ' Super Thief was wonder|ng i I' I'" ~-"~-~J  ~ '~ ' "   Y-~'~dKIL~o. '~Y'u"~ . . . .  ~':'~: J " 
Reprdlass, the truckers about). . '. , I :9! ~ ~ 'c~l l  ,~q~,~i  .. ' .' i | 
agreed to go to a channel On the less .serious side / ] ' , " " 
that was not in use at this now, hear Musing was t.our | . [ .~'"::, ', :! ' 
time, this being eh. Ol, and sh~ls to the wmd.m.e Hies / I 
the Four Way Flashers went and neW W~ll. tS a l l  ~ i tcha8  I. I 
with them, thus leaving all removes.., a nazaro °or sure I " 
the other channels open for when stumbling abo~t and | I ~ : , ; ~ 
what use the other C.B.'ers the rain had to stop too ... / I 
seen fit for. Urgently wanted l . , I ; ,  ' ., 
The Four Way Flashers is (soriously) ail old; worn out | I ,TB|'::OLASSIFIKD OOLUHHS OF THE made up of a group of con- panty hose (la les stays, l 
corned individuals whose contact Geronimo and Fifi i ,~ 
aim k to help the truckers on Ch. 17 or Dim) (01). • / TI:I~RACI~ HOMOA SALES . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ' :', ~.;" .C,,/' " " ' ". 
,public ( .  hrs, aday36Sdaysandingeneral'~em°to'ri"ng se, etS'pea'ktfsew, .Gerommo; a , '~ '  4.,Hwy. t6Westsss.,S;,orSSs.432S Torraco, B.C.VO@tLI : : T B R A O F / K I T I M A T  :DAILY H;RALD t.nese o e!ns I |WI '  ' " "  . . . . .  : : .  
a year) who require Moose "tracKs, . sue  
assistance, he it of an Phantom, Blue Fairy, Fit, I '  ~'  ,.-Oea/erLIcenceNum-befO20~*~-AJ--. 
emergency nature, in- yours trulya.n.dBoozy (how | I -XONO~ l~Or lv~ar lono~lou~l~. .  
fo rmat ion ,  landlines~ fittin~)were me nrst guests ~ . ~  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~- -  
d/recUoon or messages. This to open the Tomahawk 
past yem' alone the~ have I,~._.._nge and a. ao.lmr.u'om ~, ,dhdhOlOe l j l j e lee j lO~ 
been approxima[ew. 64.0 .F~.iwanpr~..ente~m~.moan vv~.  ~ __. . . . . ._ ._ 
ussintanco calls c0mpmten neneu ol at, secrex..m:n.es, m I I  " J r l~ ,  ,e,_.A S ~ ' ~l~[~l  , 
width alone says somet.hing .buy a m tebouk..(.,_Th,~, was I ~ \_ ~v+, .n  ~ .  ~+' ~+++' ~- ' • . There  i s  no  reason  |o  keep thmgs  you don ' t  need or  
and so we would ask y~our necanse they comas t stana ~ i~  ,~ r .HANldl~n ~ - , i 
anymore just because they're • There are continued suppert in helping watchin~meu~upall_~U~ ~ [P~f~X.~'k ' - ' i~ '~;~/  Z . ' '  e keep Ch. 01 clean and open m.ilat issue .am. u mcaru.eu • \ ~ I, \ .u~mm,-- w . , j o :  valuabl_ e 
for_.t~, s.p~__mc.u~._ . c ,g~ ~?~,g~_p_wnw • . :~ ,~, .  ,.... LTD.  " ~ " • • ' 
• nmm t~uu'a tes~connnea, my no~es on., ~.~.u? .a,~- - -  ~ . ~  • cus tomers  wdlmg to  pay  good  money  fo r  thmgs  you  ve  
Ch. i3 is there for that compllshed ann not tin- ~ ~. ,~e~. , '~  . . . . .  " 
purp4~,  please use it and pessible .,. have notebnok ... • =. f~._ J lT "  1 " " " t i red  of .  
again I would remind you Congratulations to 'Rain ~ Oqn]Pd rm' '~ l ' ib  ~., 
that we do not give out DrOp for her 20 do~r  win ~P _• 
Smokey reports or time and to Stl~er, Bu.mbleBee, • • i Contact the "Recye,er  ~ of Unwants , ' the  ".Jassified de- 
ehecks...an the saying goes, ~pyner, uoora ancl uoKsmr i . A 
if you can afford a 200 to 400 whose pie~res made front ~ 0AV[ sunY ~ p 
dollar radio, then you can+ page news in ~ P..R. d~i~t~ ~ 03~443S ]~ a. r tment  o f  Daffy the  Herald. Y will be p leased on 
watch and if El Cheape m me . .~w I ' I '" '. + i ~i" . afford a m." --. ' " with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call,  you want to know where award g.oes to Radardskl .., • OFFICIAL BLOCK B RO,S,A~0CO&TE DEALERS • 
Smoke is, try 19 or 01 peony re.lone re turnea~z.. ~ ,~,.,mn, ~.  
(mob~Ym) and ask them Btgg.est.spen~ oz.~ • 4 E - - le  .~nLD4~8 St ik ine • i  results happen! 
if The are not hiding weekwnonasmgom'roolin • . .  , , . . -e ,  • X~,  ~,n  nA,~ i • 
Y~t lmt 'm~ anvhideand who spent a whole ten cont X ~ ur l  ~l .Vto ,uuu  : I  
n~k- -~ 'es~a~ing  ~. ~r  silverplo~e.for Bad Corn ' ~ 34  Ba,. SOLD°6,000 w i 
local Smckeys. they nay qu - 
inco installed a base pany have you fixed any i 1~ ]~, !  ~d"N/r'l l.~ /rlhd~d~ ~1~ • lor~ S ... ~ ,u  ~,~ ~v~.~,eu ,~, . J ,  UU ' • 
station and are monitoring lawn mowers, lately or _ • 
the emergency channel (09) moved any more boulder- • ~/~ Acres  on Lake lse  Lake - • I 
ml a M hour hasis so you can s??? , ' i ~ ~  i i 
get directly thru to them .Oood news.for the.pe?.pie. ~ . @z~OUU I 
. 7 - - , -  " .- -' . . . . . . . . . .  : - '  - - - -  - t  Oeronimo s as us  %.~.~.  ~-, ~WOVgvvv  I B 
Adlam, , woumt inaS'hel'°"ri ~0,'+"'the . . . . .  p ephole has been "_  . . . . .  . .  . • w R ' E A 0  F o R  P R O F I T  " U S E  F O R  R E S U L T  
conllnueds,ppor Pm . . . . . .  • 1727 Gyfaleon (MLS) $30,500. ! 
keep°hechannelsclean, not covered butwarm out now " - 58  00  :  S 
only 01, but all the channek .. for. the electric.eye. . . . . .  9 58  Cl i f fo rd  8 ,0  , i ,  
_OONIT. XeU.Sm .~e_c.e. +,s.t~.oo?.~m.+e°.mm_:~e • 3•Gander -83• ,•0•  • i  0ALL 030 0 3 0 ~  "~m=e nave neon rest .aries all. 9 +m~.+ us .;+ .~,,+s. i ~ , .~  ~ i • '.:,.': whet°liv ° have been lost all tuners ~ng out .m +n. ze so w 9~ ~l lK lnO - @q~.uuu - -  I 
tetali noranee on now we Know wnere to find' • d . - -  '.. " _ i • becauN of g w 
the mrt of the operator and them.if.we can ride fast • Why not ca l lustoday 01 
thidlhewyeuwonldfee!l.fit enon..~....n.tguys. _ -le " fo r  , , our  f ree  to - ra i se ]  - ' l  I 
was YOU on the recelvtng , o.K. au you gone peep , ~ 7 1,'1" ~P' I
end. Think about IU Is one it's that time when we hotter • • • 
th ofex riencewortha go 107 once again for ': 
. +  HERALD 
whole wilderness st war- another wee~ so  we:in t e~l.ve w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i l 1 " ' 
? you with the remtneor mat • an  T XAL|~ i g [g [sOeaf f i i T  I - -  sing?_ _ . . . . . . . .  v = =., uun~nnli ~ I I  
For ou that did net know, cheeffmness as me nest A . . . .  
the BY.B.C.G.R.S. haye ~em--r~heal.~:n~is:s .w ,MUAWIDE REFEnlL SEIVlOE..w| DA 
started up the coffee brea.kSthat the "me'ndlyl~" tl " mt - +°a-s )°+e '~oon ,sostaynappyanuwe Y . - . . . - - , . s . . , , ,+ , , ,  . . . . . . .  " - i  i:: 
~ain  now _ -Y" . . . . . . . . .  s • MgRl~nSce  I REn lALe  w|  
k hoUdays are over. l~veryone catch you on me remrn...a ~ • 
to attend so for now and don t forget o • is welcome • • '"" "" . . . .  on -- We re Number  3, we try harder I I  s 
~°ml~nnd°~Htai%~E~Rtl~y ~'e at~n°~;°c~e~eanreyoe  oooooeoooooooooo*31 , ,  ,,,, , , • 
Sunday between 2 to 4 and then??? , . ' 
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CLASSIF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
insertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in. 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been sol 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
SI.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 




22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD.  
VERTISlNG: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 




Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  mth 3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Mai l  3 mth 12.00 
By Mai l  6 mth 22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year $1.00. 
Eox 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves th~ 
Weight Watchers meotln~l 
held ev~y Tuesdayat 7 p,~n. 
at the K~ex United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lilxelle Avehue. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop'. 
for the Handicapped are. 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pleces of 
furniture, also any discarded' 
~Nood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Skeena Health Unit 
' 3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
.the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON• 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
right to revise, edit, classify month from 1:30- 3:30 p.m. 
or relect any advertisement Please phone for an ap. 
and to retain any answers pointment. 
directed to the Herald Box - Babysltters who bring 
Reply Service, andto repay children must have parents 
the customer the sum paid written consent for Im- 
for the advertisement and munlzaflon. 
box rental/ ADULT CLINICS 
Box replies on "Hold" These are held at the Health 
.Instructlons not picked up Unit on Monday, Wed- 
wlthln10daysofexplryofan esday, and Friday from 
advertisement wil l  be 3:00-  4:10 p.m. by ap. 
destroyed unless mailing pointment only. 
DISPLAY: instructions are received. 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to, Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of SS.O0 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For4year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 







Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 635-6~7 
Classified Advertislng Dept. 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is sponsoring a Pottery 
Workshop, September 23 and 
24 in the Terrace Arena 
Meeting Room. It will be for 
intermediate and advanced 
students and Include all 
aspects of making pots. 
Hiro Urakaml from 
Vancouver will conduct the 
workshop. He wi l l  offer 
demonstrations in brush 
techniques, throwing,  
decorative methods and 
show slides of Korean and 
Japanese pottery. Students 
should be prepared to make 
pots and try the various 
techniques during the two 
days. 
To obtain a registration 
form with further details call 
Jan MacLeod at 635.2964 or 
Julia Gellner at 635.6836. 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the llablllty of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or ~n the event of an error 
appearing In the ad. done. Please phone for 
vertlsement as published appointment. 
shall be limited to the PRENATAL BREATHING 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at I;00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every N~onday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
5.50 vertislng that discriminates 
5.50 against any person because 
5.50 of his race, religion, s~x, 
5.50 color, nationality, ancestry 
5.50 'or place of origin, or because 
$.50 'his age is between 44 and 65 
5.50 years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
i 
comply with the British" problem s • 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
by referral from "family 




The Anglican Church 
Women will be holding e Call for help from Right.to. 
Rummage Sale on Friday, Life promoters: 
Septem-er 15 at 9:3On.re. to Lisa at 635.3164 
12 noon. E~eryone Is Carol at 635-5136 ~ 
welcome. _ . . . .  Janna at 635.4503 
The Catholic Womens Skeena District Girl Guides 
League (C.W.L.) will hold would like to announce-the 
the Fall Bazaar on October opening of a Land Ranger 
28, the last Saturday in Company In the Thornhlli 
October, at Verltas Hall. area. ,Girls between the ages 
f - . . ,  , • 
Is your son Interested In of 14 and 18 who are In- 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace terested please call 635.3061 
Scout Troop Is taking pre ,or 638-1269.(ctf)_ .. 
registration for September. A Heather-Tartan Society is 
Max number will be 24. If being formed with the In- 
Interested call Mrs. Werdrop terest of promoting Scottlsh 
at 635-3553. Fees will be cultural Interest and events. 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone In. Interested persons should 
terested In helping with contact Eleanor Halley at 
Scouts please cal l .  635-~456 el soon as possible. 
Legion Ladies Aux. Annual 
Snowflake Bazaar Saturday, 
October 28.2 - 4 p.r.~. Arena 
Banquet  Room . 
Dance to follow. Time: 9 • 1 
a.m. Music - Ron Swan. 
Midnight munchies. Price 
$15 per couple. (1.8) 
The Kltlmat Museum shows , 
during August and Sep. Do You Feel You Have 
tember with the permission .A Drinking Problem? 
of our Provincial Museum a There is help 
spec:lal exhibit on Indian Available~ 
Rock Carvings and Pain. Phone 635-5638 
tings. We display as well ALCOHOLICS 
Eskimo Stone Prints from ANONYMOUS 
the Winnipeg Art Gallery. Meetings: 
The Museum ls open from12 Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
- 5 except Sundays and In ,Church 
September except Sundays Thurs.or Sat. 8:30p.m. Mills 
and Mondays. Memorial HDspltal. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
Terrace N.D.P. Invites 10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
members and non.members 
alike to the first general The Terrace Art Association 
meeting of the fall. This is sponsoring a Pottery 
meeting will be held on Workshop, September 23 and 
Saturday, September 16, at 2 24 In the Terrace Arena 
o'clock, In the Green Room Meeting Room. It will be for 
of the Terrace Hotel, A Intermediate and advanced 
presentation dealing with students and include all 
Issuesconcernlng Cenadtans aspects of making pots. 
wllllbemado. Refreshments Hiro Urakaml from Van-  
will beserved, couver wil l  conduct the 
workshop. 
Pregnant and In need of He wlllofter demonstrations 
support? In brush techniques, 
th rowing ,  decorat ive  
methods and show slides of 
Korean and Japanese pot- 
tery. Students should be 
prepared to make pots and 
fry the various techniques 
during the two days. 
To obtain a registration form 
with further details call Jan 
MacLeod at 635-2964 or Julle 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services - 
• Actlv!ty Centre for han- 
dicrafts" 
Day Care for working 
people 
- Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available. 




& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638.8388 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unlt. 
For more informatlon phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 
The city of Terrace, 
Recreation Department, 'is 
now offering your children a 
chance to learn a bit of 
Spanish and French culture 
& language. 
This program of fun & 
learning will be given by, 
French speaking persons 
from Quebec & Spanish 
speaking persons from El 
Salvador, participants of 
Canada World Youth. 
.It wi l l  include basic 
vocabulary, alphabet & 
numbers as well as cultural 
songs, games and cooking. 
Children from ages 8.. 10 
(Spanish), and 10.13 
(French) can enter this 
three week program {con- 
sistlng of nine sessions). 
For further information and 
registration call 638-1174 
Oh, by the way.., it's free. 
Lakelse Lake, Skeena 
School, Pine, Park. Phone 
635.2517. (ctf) 
Full or part.time. Here Is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $648 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
Interviews. Call Joan 638. 









JOB DESCRIPTION: To 
provide consultation' and 
support for 10.15 students 
whowill be enrolled In Social 
Work 200 (An Introduction to 
Social Work In Canada). This 
course will be offere d by the 
School o f  Social Work, 
University of Victoria in 
cooperation with Northwest 
College and wi l l  rely 
primarily on a set of pre- 
prepared instruct ional  
materials. 
LOCATION: The area 
served by Northwest 
College. 




TO COMMENCE:  
November 1, 1978. 
Send applications to Brian 
Wharf, Dire for, School of 
Social Work, University of 
Victoria, P.O. Box 1700, 
Victoria, B.C. VaW 2Y2 
before 5:00 p.m. September 
8, 1978. (c3.12) 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel ' 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. CLERK.TYPIST 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 Pleasant working conditions. 
Chance for advancement. Lazelle. Tel 635,9196/: .
Assessment and guidance G.9~:!. s.a)ary:..A!i, emplpYee 
benefits. 5 day workweek. 
for vocational and social Steady employment. Mustbe 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant, experienced typist and 
experienced on dictaphone 
and able to handle clerical 
work. Apply to IAC-Nlagara, 
4639 Lazelle. 635.6391. 
MINIT 
DRY CLEANERS 
The new professional name 
in dry cleaning ap- 
propriately located in 
Skeena Mall. For In. 
formation contact Jullen 
Kennett, Minlt Dry Cleaning 
Ltd., 215. 6620 Sussex Ave., 
Bur,aby, B.C. VSH 3C7, 112- 
437-0527 or in Terrace: 
Audrey Barker, Skeena Mall 
Lease Representative, 
Terrace Hotel. Man. Sept. 11 
thru Fri., Sept. 15. 635.223! 
(c5-15) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 




DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
Gellner at 635.6836. 
Learn to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enjoy or 
think you would enjoy flying, 










For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
'SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING. 
THE HOBBY HUT. 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware, air brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless." 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 





Applications are invited for 
the position of half.time 
Librarian Uplands 
E lementary  Schoo l .  
Applicants must hold a 
valid B.C. Teaching Cer. 
tlficate and should have had 
recent successful teaching 
experiences at the 
e lementary  leve l .  
Preference will be given to 
teachers who have had 
courses in Library Science 
or who are willing to upgrade 
their qualifications In this 
area. 
Please send applications 
complete with supporting 
documents to: 
tivltles and are between 13.18 metals and batteries. 
years of age, please call. Location. Seal Cove 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or Open till 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Bey Tasa at 635-7590 Phone 624.5639 
Balance. 635.3166 or 635.7002. Scott Ave. Phone collect 627- 
(c5.18) 7366 evenings. (c5.14) 
For Sale: Acorn Fireplace. 
Like New. 635-9566. (p5-15) 
For Sale:. International 
truck canopy and 1 Bom- 
bardier Mo-Ped. Low 
mileage. 635.3048. (p3-12) 
• For Sale: 2 Arctic cat 
snowmobiles. One 340 cc and 
one 5000cc. Also tent trailer, 
hunter's special. Phone 635. 
3831. (p3.12) 
Ford school ous. No seats. 
Must sell quickly. Also 
wanted  mens 3-speed 
bicycle. Phone 632.3460. (p3- 
12} 
For Sale antique brass bed, 
avacado green 36" stove, 1 
yr. old land 1 portable 
camping toilet, all items In 
excellent shape. Phone 635. 
3587. (p3-12) 
For Sale: five 10"x15" 
scrambler tires and rims for 
GM or Chev pickup. Phone 
635-5596.  (p3 .12)  
For sale: one Remington 
automatic model 742. Price 
$285. One Stevens shotgun 12 
gauge, 23/-, model 520. $75.. 
Phone 638.1258. (c3.12) 
Bachelor apartment. Fully 
furnished. Phone 635.9258. 
Furnished two bdrm unit, 
carpeted ,  f i rep lace ,  
everything supplied In- 
cluding dishes, linen, 
vacuum etc. Suitable two 
working adults. No pets. 635- 
6757 (p5.14) 
Male cat to glve away. Lifter 
trained. Has had it's shots. 
Call nights after 8, 635-2877. 
stf 
1172 sq. ft. F.B. home. 
Conveniently located. 3 
bdrm. up and 3 finished 
rooms and bathroom in 
basement. Assumable 10 
percent  mor tgage .  
$49,500. Phone 635.5343. 
Situated on Pohle Ave. Cozy 
starter or retirement home 
with extra lot. 2 bedrooms, 1 
bathroom living room with 
sliding glass door to rear 
patio, dining area in kitchen 
and porch with laundry 
facilities. Electric heat. 
House has new cedar siding 
on exterior, extra lot is 
subdivided and can be sold 
separately. Asklng $20,000 
for house & $10,000 for extra 
lot. I:Joth ere priced to sell as 
a package for $26,000. Firm. 
Call 635.2370 for appointment 
to view. (p23.29s) • 
3 bedroom home on the 
bench. Paved driveway. 
Enclosed garage. Good 




REALTY  LTD.  
: / , ( . . , :~" .~ '  ; ~,,; ~ :'~" "~, 
• ",=,J 
68 SWALLOW 
1112 storey home In ex 
cellent condition, thls home 
has new gas furnace, new 
hot water tank, double 
windows throur,~ Jr, goodl 
garage. '" I '~I ~);hop orJ 
wine, ¢~.,iU~'~., 3 piece| 
bath u, ~.F., ~, frldge, stove| 
and kitchen set upstairs| 
stay, lot Is very good,| 
shrubs, .flowers, Interior" 
finish excellent, ceiling 
tile, paneling, etc. 
$44,000.00. 
Mr. M. Bergsma, 
Director of Instruction, 




Applications close 12:00 
noon, Wednesday, Sep. 
tember 14, 1978. (C3-12) 
Wanted - 175 motor for 
Kawasaki motor bike. Phone 
635.3268 after 6 pm or Gord at 
635-4941 during the day. (sff) 
Wanted: will buy fridge in 
very good condition. Phone 
635.7074.  (c3 .12)  
Help Wanted: 2 bank teller 
positions open Immediately. 
Experience essential. Phone 






Applications are requested 
from qualified teachers to 
substitute teach In Terrace 
and Thornhill Schools. Non- 
qualified persons with. 
relevant training and ex- 
parlence may also apply. 
Please apply In person to 
The Office of the Director of 
Instruction, 3211 Kenney, 
Terrace, or write, Box 460, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4B5 (c2- 
12) 
For Sale: 40' displasement 
beat still in building stage. 
Hull ready for flberglesslng, 
diesel motor, shaft, prop, 
bearings; cooling system. 
Can be finished where it Is. 
635 .6700.  (p5-15)  
Private entrance near town, 
shared kitchenette, weekly 
bedding, all cooking utensils 
plus electric heat, shared 
bathroom.. Reasonable rent. 
Phone after four. 635-4013. 
(c4-15) 
1 04 2 Iodrm. rooms for rent. 
Kitchen facilities. Furnished 
Require experienced partsmen or unfurnished. For working 
In the automotive parts and lady. Phone 635-3368 or 635- 
service field, Phone 635.6334. 5467. (p3.12) 
(ctf) 
For Sale: Yamaha cornet. 
New condition. 638.8321 after 
4. 
2 bdrm. house on the bench, 
close to school. References 
required. 635-3971. (ctf) 
Y 
home that is sited to take 
advantage of an excellent 
view. The newly carpeted 
living room with fireplace 
has glass doors on to the 
balcony and looks over an 
enclosed garden up to Mt. 
Elizabeth. Dining room 
with oak flooring provides 
the view of Clague 
Mountain. All this In a well 
construction homd at 
;68,000. 
8 
330 CITY  CENTRE,  
K IT IMAT,  B .C .  
• PHONE e38 .e lea  
Home For Sale: 
One year old three I
bedroom home. Walnut| 
cabinets, w to w car~ts,I  
with partially finlshedJ 
basement. Fully land.| 
scaped on paved st. Phone| 
after 6 pm 635.7367. I 
House for Sale: 1040 sq. ft. 
home..4704 Halllwell. 3 
bdrms, up & 1 down. 
Bathroom up & down, 2 
fireplaces, basement par- 
tially finished. Phone 635- 
6475 to view. (c5.15) 
Responsible couple require 
me bdrm. house, mobile 
home or suite to rent. Con- 
tact Rick Swann.broatch. 
Kalum Motel. Tel. 635-2362. 
(p3.12) 
Movin8 to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, referencos, ~security 
deposit, mature family oi 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
Require 3 bdrm. house or 
mobile home to rent Im. 
mediately. 635.4380 or 635. 
4066. Responsible party with 
excellent references. (tfn) 
Wanted to Rent or Lease: 3 
bdrm. house or trai ler. 
References. Phone 635.4813. 
(p5.15) 
Wanted to rent. Small 
garage to store car for the 
winter months or one or two 
Iodrm. house with garage. 
Phone 635.5363 weekdays or 
before 5 p.m. or  635-9636 




2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace, 
B.C. 635.3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. 
1, 1978. (ctf] 
Usk. 1.85 acres, half cleared. 
One Ixlrm. house. Property 
by river on highway side. 
$23,000. 635.5563. Phone 
before 7 p.m. (p3.12) 
160 acres near Kitsumkalum 
Road 
46 acres near USK 
Phone: Prince George 
964.4424 cff 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are  now ava i lab le  on our lovely 14 w ide  and 
doub lewide  mob i le  homes.  You choose your 
decor ,  and we custom bui ld  to suit. 
Government  grant  of $2500 appl icable .  
Expense paid fa re  Vancouver .  return.  For 
f ree c red i t  check and approva I please phone 
col lect ,  
Parker  Homes of Canada Ltd. 
93S.$447 
52,'," WANTED " '  
• . For Sale'or Trade: 1975 
.Security, G.M.C. chassis. 18 
l l 1 TO:RENT ' ft. motor home. Priced ltO 
. . . . .  ~ sell. Offors consldared or , , ., . • . , . 
• will trade motor home on 
house to purchase. Please 
r 3 bdrm. house wanted by phone 635-3211. (p3.12) 
reliable family by October | ,  
1st In Terrace. Phone 635- 4AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
4009. (c4.18) rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635. 
5092 (ctf) 
NOTICE OF , 
APPL ICAT ION FOR 
CHANGEOF NAME 
For Sale: property. 80'x200' 
cleared lot on Pine Ave. 
Thornhlll. Call 635.2671 after 
6 p.m. (p3.12) 
A well established busy 
Drycleaning Plant will be 
sold to an ambitious persor 
with a preference to being 
his own ~ss, who doesn't 
mind extra effort to make an 
above average living. Ideal 
for working couple. 
Trained personnel on hand - 
well equipped - smoothly 
~perating plant, located In 
thriving Fort St. John -this 
opportunity only comes 
once. 
Family and other business 
commitments only reason 
for selling. 
For further Information 
write Professional Cleaners, 
9920-104th St., Fort St. John, 
B.C. phone 785.2322. (c14.15) 
For Sale by Owner: 2 bdrm. 
mobile home with 8x45 ad- 
dition with 1 bdrm. & Ashley 
wood heater. New oll fur- 
nace, drilled well, fruit trees 
& lawns. Lot 80x200. Phone 
635-5458. (c10-22) 
NOTICE ishereby given that 
an application will be made 
to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me:- Hazel 
Mae Stephem of 2405 Apple 
Street in Terrace, B.C. as 
follows:- 
My minor unmarried 
childrens name from Wayne 
Deryl Stephens to Wayne 
Daryl Ormandy. 
Dated thisday o.f September, 
• A.D. 1978 
Available now: 3 trailer 
spaces for 6% 10.'or 12' wide Signal 
trailers. Century Mobile Hazel Stephens 
Truck for Sale: 1970 Datsun 
pickup. 6 wheels & tires. 
Good running condition. 
Phone 635.6475. (c5-15) 
For Sale: 1976 Granada, only 
1%000 miles, 2 door hardtop, 
V.8, excellent condition. 
$3,700 firm. Phone 635.9247. 
(p5-14) 
For Sale: 1969 El Camlno, 
good condition, new radial 
tires. $1200. Phone 635.4716 
after 5. (p3.12) 
For Sale: 1974 Chev 4x4. 
P.S., auto, canopy, winch, 
11x15 Armstrong tires. 
tbi,300.-Phone 635.2698, (p3- 
12) 
Home Park. Phone 635.7690.. 
(p5-15) APPLICATION FOR A 
PERMIT UNDER 
For Sale- 1972 3-2 bedroom THE POLLUTION 
trailer, depending. Franklin CONTROL ACT, 1967 
.fire place, unfurnished. (EFFLUENT) 
Completed 8' x 18' carpeted This application is to be 
addition. Located In Thor- fi led with the Director, 
nhlll. Price $6,500. Call 635- Pollution Control Branch, 
9589, or 633.2455. Par l iament  Buildings, 
Victoria, British Columbia. 
Any person who qualifies as 
For Sale: 1970 12x48 two an objector Under section 13 
10drm. trailer. Furnished. (2) of the Pollution Control 
Set up in trailer court in Act, 1967may, wlthin 30 days 
town. 8'x10- finished ad- of the date of application, or 
dltlon. Call 635.4366. (p5-14) within 30 days of the date of 
publics:ten in The British 
Columbia Gazette or in a 
i968 - 10x44 Parkwood newspaper; or, w~ere 
t ra i le r .  Furn ished .  service is required, withln 30 
Reasonable. Phone 635.2497 days of the sorving of ta copy 
after 5 p.m. (p5-14) of the application, file with 
the Director an objection in 
For Sale: 12x56 two bdrm. writing to the granting of a 
pormit, stating the manner 
Knight trailer. Located on in which he is affected. 
115x150 ft. lot. Fully fenced Those who do not so qualify 
and landscaped, has garden, may flle with the Polluti0n 
greenhouse and garage. 
Phone 635-5596. (p10-21) 
1976 23' Frontier 
motorhome. Full bathroom 
with tub. TV hookup, winter 
windows. New tires, C.B., 
radio. Excellent condition. 
Phone  635.6011 . 
Control Board an objection 
In writing under section 13 
(6), In the same manner and 
time period as described 
above. 
1. I, Geeraert Enterprises 
Limited of 4551 Grelg 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
hereby apply to the Director 
for a permit to discharge 
effluent from Thornhlll Holel 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
1. Contract ST 1031.10-6JS 
Located Ski Hill No. 3 
Ranger District Terrace 
Number of hectares 39.94 
Viewing date September 20, 
1978, leaving Ranger Station 
at 9:00 A.M. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
• Deadline fdr receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. Sep- 
tember 29, 1978. 
11HUnting • 
regulation changes 
The Fish and Wildlife 
Branch announced recently 
that several changes have 
been made to the Hunting 
Regulations for 1978-79 to 
prov ide  add i t iona l  
recreational opportunity for 
sportsmen and to correct 
inadvertent errors that 
appear in the 1978-79 Hunting 
Regulations Sybnopsis., New 
or changed open seasons are 
being provided for~[the 
following species: 
1) The open season for 
Mule (Black-tailed) Deer 
bucks in M.U.'s 7-20 and 7-21 
shall be from November 11, 
19'/8 to November 26, 1978; 
and 
2) The open season for 
2. Contract ST 1031-10-7 JS Mountain Sheep (full curl 
Located Ski Hllt No. 4 ramsonly) in M.U. 4-35 shall 
Ranger District Terrace 
Number of hectares 33.02 
Viewing date September 20, 
1978, leaving Ranger Station 
at 9:00 A.M. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of' 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. Sep- 
tember 29, 1978. 
3. Contract ST 1031.10-8 JS 
Located Skl Hill N ° . 5 
Ranger District Terrace 
Number. of hectares 12.2 
Vlewlng date September 20, 
1978, leaving Ranger Statlon 
at 9:00 A.M. 
Note: Vlewlng of the stand 
tending site prior to sub- 
mitting a tender for this 
contract i s  mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3.30 p.m. Sep- 
tember 29, 1978 Helpful hint 
4. Contract ST 1031-10-9 JS, 
Cr Located Ski Hill No. 6 Whi'n aclclhl~ a riliini hi 
Ranger District Terrace vilur hiinle, try to pick a hi- 
Number of hectares 15.42 cation when, all existing 
Viewing date September 20, wind() w or door ca, he 
1978, leaving Ranger Station used ;,s a e()m,.cting pas- 
at 9:00 A.M. 
Note: Viewingof thestand sa~ewLv. B.v (1.in~ s.. 
tending site prior to sub- c'osts art. r(,chict'd I)ec'ause 
milling a' tender for this the "(,xi.~till~ Oilt'liJllL~ ;.il- 
contract Is mandatory, rrail.v will have a fullctiiin- 
be from September I0, 1978 
to October 5, i978; and 
3) The open season for 
Grizzly bear in M.U.'s 73-, 7- 
4, 7-5, 7-17 and 7-18 shall now 
commence on September I, 
1978; and 
4) The open season for 
mule Caribou in those 
portions of M.U.'s 64 and 6-2 
not within the Eutsuk Nature 
Conservancy Area or the 
Tweedsmuir Park No 
Hunting Area (see page 46, 
1978-79 Hunting Regulations 
Synopsis), shall be from 
September 15, 1978 to Sep- 
tember 30, 1978. Recent 
aerial surveys in the north 
Tweedsmuir Park area 
indicated that the Caribou 
population could sustain a 
limited open season. 
Battle of 
the passers 
TORONTO (CP) --  What 
happens when a Canadian 
Football League passer with 
one of the stingiest in- 
terception records meets the 
leading inteeeption team? 
Quarterback Ralph Brock 
of Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
had allowed only three in- 
teceptions going into 
Saturday's game against 
Ottawa Rough Riders who 
were leading the league with 
16 interceptions. 
Ottawa increased its total 
to 19 but still couldn't 
prevent Brock from 
engineering a late rally to 
beat the Riders 31-29. 
CFL statistics released 
today show Ottawa's Con- 
dredge Holloway is actually 
the league's leader with the 
fewest interception throws. 
He has yielded only one 
interception in 132 pass 
attempts. 
Holloway and Brock share 
the lead in touchdown passes 
with 11 each. 
With Brock completing an 
average of 18.1 passes a 
game, Winnipeg receivers 
are having a field day. 
Rookie Joe Poplawski s the 
league's leading receiver 
with 45 catches and team- 
mate Gord Paterson is 
second with 42, 
Leon Bright of British 
Columbia Lions and Ot- 
tawa's Tony Gabriel are tied 
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The Legion Men's team 
won the annual mixed soft- 
ball tournament Sunday 
taking two games. The men 
first defeated Finning 
Tractor 17-6 and later in the 
day managed to get by 
Charlie's Brown Sox by a 
close 9-8 count. 
The league, which started 
theyear with some 36 teams, 
plays under extraordinary 
circumstances. Some teams 
are composed of men and 
women on the same team, 
while others are strictly an 
all tale team. 
Although that doesn't 
sound quite fair certain rule 
changes allow for the 
weakness of the weaker sex. 
After the Legion team had 
defeated both Finning and 
Charlie's Brown Sox, the two 
losers played off with 
Charlie's winning 13 to.5 to 
place second in the tour- 
nament. Finnings placed 
third. 
The male Most Valuable 
Player award was presented 
to Ken Rosentreter of Fin. 
ning Tractor who plays left- 
field. Runner-up for male 
MVP was Brant Arnold- 
Smith of Elker Auto. 
Female Most Valuable 
Player honors went o Bunty 
Clarabut of the RCMP team. 
Runners up were Carol 
Reynolds of Finning and  
An all male team is not Shelly Wilcox of Charlie's 
allowed to score more than Brown Sox. 
five runs in an inning, while Some mention was made 
a mixed team may score as of the possibility of holding 
many as they are able, another tournament in two 
Also men pitchers must weeks time over a Saturday 
"slow pitch" to women and Sunday. This one 
batters, so that it works out however will be an all male 
about even. tourney. 
Bouton returns 
ATLANTA (AP) - -  Jim 
Bouton didn't win anything 
when he made his flint major 
league baseball appearance 
in eight years Sunday, but 
his wife won $5. 
"About twq years ago, we 
made a bet," said Bobble 
Bouton, wife of the "39-year- 
old knucklebailer who made 
his first appearance since 
1970 Sunday when Los 
Angeles Dodgers belted him 
pitching in the majors." 
"But they just don't know 
Jim, The Bulldog. The nick- 
name is very fitting." 
Bouton, a 21-game winner 
with New York Yankees in 
the 1960s, left baseball to. 
become a television sport- 
scaster. He also wrote a best- 
selling book, Ball Four, an 
irreverent look at the lives of 
and Atlanta Braves 11-5. major league baseball 
1974 GMC 3/4 ton 4x4. 636-1098 
after 6 p.m. 
1974 Flat SW. Good con- 
dttlon,--Econt ,. wheel =d~ive, 
r~dlal fires, AM r'adlo. Any 
reasunable offer accepted. 
Call 635.9444 or 636.1418. (p2. 
i3) 
1969 El Camino; good con- 
dillon, new radial tires, 
$1200. Phone 635.4716 after 5 
p.m. (p3.15) 
1974 Volvo, 145 Wagon. Must 
be seen. Asking $3000. View 
at 4712 Loen or 798.2488. (p3- 
13) 
1970 aids Cutlass 4 door 
hardtop. 638.6259. (c4~15) 
For Sale: 1971 Glendale 
trailer. Fully furnished, in 
excellent shape, on V= acre 
treed & landscaped lot, with 
work shop, Joey shack & 
wood shed. Must be seen to 
be appreciated. Must sell. 




New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-510 
(eft 
Rent or Purchase 1972"12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
1976 Mustang Cobra II, 302,, fireplace near stores and 
4.speed, 39,000 miles. Best s'chOols;~n-prlvate lot. Rent 
offer takes. Phone 635.3594 $255. per month with option 
after 5 p.m. (c5-18) to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
For Sale: 1976 Mazda Mlzer second morgage If nec. 
808. 20,000 miles. Excellent Phone 112.762.4612. Write 
condition. Phone 635.5832. Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win- 
field, B.C. (ctf) (p5.14) , 
Car for Sale. Must sell. 1973 
Celica. Low mileage in 
excellent condition. 638.1267. 
For Sale: 1972 Ford Ran- For .Sale: Vanguard 8~/=' 
chwagon, PS, PB, va, auto. camper, sleep's 4, completely 
Good condlflon. 36,000mlles. recovered with new 
Asking $1,800.00 Phone 638- aluminum, stove, icebox and 
1455 jacks. Phone 635-3589. (p3. 
12) 
1976 Dodge Tradesman Van 
100. P.B., P.S., Insulated 
panel, chrome sldeplpes, 318 
co. $4000 firm. Tel. 635.7025. 
1970 Pontiac 4 dr. 350 cu. In. 
P.S., P .B. ,  • $975. 1974 
Mercury Bobcst - $1195. 1972 
Toyota Corolla - $975. Rash 
Enterprises Auto Sales. DL 
No. 02193A. 
For Sale: 1973 Road Runner 
Dodge. Excellent condition. 
Phone  635,3432.  
For Sale: all running gear 
off 1973 Toyota Corolla 1600. 
Back window with defrost. 
Motor has less than 2000 
miles •since rings, bearings 
and valves were done. Call 
635.2671 offer 6 p.m. (p3-12) 
For Sale 1968 Vauxhnll. 635- 
2080. (p10.15) 
1974 Fiat S.W. Good con. 
dillon. Front wheel drive, 
radial tires. 2 winter fires on 
rims. AM radio. Best offer 
accepted. Call 635.9444 or 
638.1418 after 5. (p2-12) 
8'9" Security camper. 3-way 
frldge, furnace, 3 burner 
stove. Phone 635.3867 (p3- 
12) 
For Sale or Trade: 1975 
Security, G,M.C. chassis, 18 
ft. Motor Home priced to 
sell. Offers considered or 
will trade motor home on 
house to purchase. Please 
phone 635.321 1 . 
17' Travelaire. Electric 
brakes, stove, furnace and 
Ice box. $1500. Phone 635- 
5416. (c5-14) 
Does your building need 
exterlor palntlng? Call 635- 
4906 Kermode Frlendshlp 
Centre. hEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (.~tfl 
Super Speclall 1974 Ford ~/, 
ton pickup. Power steering, 
power brakes, automatic, 
duel tanks. 6' Okanagan 
camper. Frldge and furnace. 
$4995. See this unlt at 
Camperland. Dealer Ilcence 
DO0611A.  (c5 -14)  
Herald ' 
Ads Get 
Fast Resu l ts  
located at Thornhlll, B.C., 
South side of Skeena River 
located near Terrace, 
British Columbia into 
dralnfleld .as noted which 
flows and discharges and 
give notice of my application 
to all persons affected. 
2. The land upon which the 
works are located is Lot 1, 
Part of Lot 50, Plan 4769 and' 
remainder of Lot 50, Plan 
4769, District Lot 370, Range 
5, Coast District. 
3. The discharge shall be 
located at Lot 2, Part of Lot 
50, Plan 4769 and remainder 
of Lot 50,. Plan 4769, District 
Lot 370, Range 5, Coast 
District. 
The quantity of effluent to 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. Sep- 
tember 29, 1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
milled on the form and in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) indicated, or 
fri)til 'ih~ District "FOrest~i',* 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (c3-15) 
ing Iwadrr, for third with 39 each. "I bet $5 that he'd be back . players. 
Barnes DOONESBURY 
I 
TIfhV~, Y~S. I 
/. . 
be discharged Is a~ follows: 
Average annual dally 
discharge ( Based on 
operating period) 10,000 
( Imper ia l  ga l lons ) .  
Ma x'i m u m d a 11Y;dlscharge 
15,000 (Imperial gallons). 
The operating period during 
which the effluent will be 
discharged is Continuous. 
.5. The characteristics ol 
the effl;Jent discharged shall 





his knee ' ~ " 1 ~ 
27-2 rout 
L Toronto 
n said THE WIZARD OF " ' l " 
m placed ~ t ~ ~  
) rest the ,.~. ' ~,Lt/il)I~ " .~ , t t .  at length ~ ,i~. 1 
veteran '.'_~t C~.r~"/ THEWES  
tade 
visit IN  THE | - L . _ .  
i iT H 
treal Alouettes have 
that quarterback Jo
will not require im i t  
be equivalent to or better surgery on his damaged left 
than 60 ppm S.S 45 ppm knee, a spokesman for the 
B.O.D. ph 6.5 7.5. club said Monday. 
Barnes reinjured ee The type of treatment to be 
applied to the effluent before 
discharge is as follows: 
Package Treatment, M.P.S. 
Sys tem (Nor thern  
Pur i f icat ion Services 
System) 
7. I ,  Harold Reay, 
Treasurer hereby certify 
that a copy of this ap- 
plication has been received 
by the Regional District of 
Kltlmat-Stlklne. 
Haro ld  Reay  
8. This application, dated 
on the 28 day of August 1978, 
was posted on the ground In 
accordance with the 
Po l lu t ion  Cont ro l  
Regulations.. 
by R.J. Mo~;gan, P. Eng., 
McEIhanney Surveying & 
Engineering Ltd. Terrace, 
B.C. (c1..11) 
during Montreal's 
of the Argonauts in 
on Sunday. 
'The spokesman 
Barnes had not been placed 
on the 30-day injnry list but - 
would be requiredto st e ~' 
limb for perhaps that gth 
of time. 
Meanwhile, 
quarterback Sonny W  
will intensify his program of 
physiotherapy inan effort to 
get back into action when 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats 
the Afouettes on Sunday, 
Wade is recovering from 
knee surgery. 
Defensive halfback Dickie 
Harris underwent surgery 
Monday to repair a tear in 
the bicep of his left arm, B,  C .  
lohsmr hut  
-r'p~Ey'PoN~r'C.ALL t~E. ?ONP.: WAY""  
I , i ur ,A  CORI:I   NOT'Ht IO. 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN® By Stan Leeand John Romi a 
11/ r 
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FEB'75 Form 104 
THE SELF.STYLED ROOM..,is easy to create with super modular lurniture from Babcock Phillips. Made- 
to-move modulars pack a va.ety of room arrangements in a single furnished setting.Thetl~ree-piece 
units have two foam-filled cushions that fit snuggly into a bright, chrome-finished frame and a cyhn- 
drical back-cushion that extends to form armrests. Covered with an art deeD-patterned, velvety fabric, 
units form a chair. Ioveseat or a sofa. 
Inflation-Proof Tips 
On Buying Furniture 
Today's ecoot)nly - cou- 
seious homemaker,  sur- 
rounded wit]l vast furnish- 
ing choices, ]ooks for'prn- 
fessiona] adviee to make 
up her mind when I)uying 
furniture. 
To help resoh'e furnish- 
ing dilemmas, yet speed 
honw redecorating this 
spring, furniture stylists at 
Babcock Phillips Co., have 
compiled a list of five lips 
for a good furniture huy. 
Each of the ideas keeps iu- 
flatiou frmn needless]y • 
short - changiug decorating 
dollars. The experts ay: 
1 ) Select easy-care furn- 
ishings that you can c]ean 
yourself. Carefree vinyls (Ir 
ot]ler washal)h, fabrics en- 
dur(, seasons of family Ite- 
tivity and require little up- 
keep. 
2) Chonse furniture that 
can he 1)uih-up, For ex- 
anll)le, some modular styles 
alh)w you t~) "add-on" 
pieces its yl)ur l)udget per- 
mits. OIw unit makes a 
chair, two a Ioveseat and 
three, it sofa. 
Modulars, which are stag- 
ing a timely comeback, al- 
low the do-it-herself home- 
nmker lo vary the look i)f a 
room I)y self-styling her 
own romn schem~,s..-~t uev- 
er - out - of - fashion style, 
modular furnishings con- 
form to the shape of a rooln. 
Ex-Husband Handy 
Man To Have Around 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© leTe oy Chicago Trlbune.N Y. News Synd, Inc, 
3) Made-to-move furni- 
ture is another infl,'ttion- 
prtltlf invesluwnt, I)ol'able. 
]oug-lasting additions that 
ntovt, easily front ]1(itlse hi 
ho1Ise ;nld" 1'(Itlltt to rtlont 
are a perfecl :iCCOlnpani- 
ment fro" tod.'ly's ~()-auy- 
where lifestyles, llasstwks 
(111 t';tsh'rs, for ' t'SalllpJe, 
scoot frmn living r(im. t(, 
dun. Other re:tdy-nulde 
luoval)h,s are shtck Ililhlws 
aud cushiouetl poufs, 
-I ) Buy dual-i>urlms(, fu,'- 
nihu'e that rehn'ns Ihe in- 
V('SIlUt'I It tWO W;.Iys. For  Jll- 
shows, a hlw-ln'tdih' coffee 
tallh, with 11;uldy seals 
tucked omh,r,l(,alh not ou- 
ly sl,rvt,s up soavks .r din- 
he,' hut adds vahmbh, st,al- 
i.~ It1 a Sl~aCt'-presst'd 
rOOlll. 
,5) Ad,! ctlhu' thrt)llgh 
f.ruishiugs. ~,dvise th,, Bab- 
cock Phillips stylists. Au 
alternative to paint and pa- 
per remodeling, are coh)r- 
ful l)right anti I)oM fornish- 
ings which "'paint" their I'II- 
vironnwnl. (;(1hit. whk, h 
brightens and highlights, is 
au int'xllensiv¢, way  h) giw, 
:t room fresh zip. 
l ) .e  h) inflation's i;inch. 
]loln('nlakt'rs wi le t)nct' 
considered vast structural 
chal lges t( I  tht, prt'Inist's are 
settling for a ft,w dol]ar- 
sonnd flu'nishin~, invt,st- 
ulents instead, ' 
DEAR ABBY: After 44 years of marriage, my husband 
moved out of our home and asked me for a divorce so he 
could "look for another woman to marry." He is 67 and I am 
62, 
He apparently found one in a hurry, or else he had her 
waiting in the wings, because he got married one week after 
our divorce was final. (She's younger than our daughter, who 
is 40.) 
My problem is that he now lives near me and keeps com- 
ing around asking if he can do odd jobs for me as he did 
before. He is very handy, and I would have to hire a plumber 
and electrician to do what he does. When he's here I give 
him lunch, etc., like old times. 
Our daughter says I shouldn't let the old fool come near 
me. Our son (he's 38) says I should let Dad help if he wants 
to. 
What do you say? 
UNDECIDED 
DEAR UN: Never mind what your children say. How do 
YOU leel about him? If you really want him around, by all 
means let him be your handyman. But don't give him lunch, 
etc., "like old times," unless you want him back, because i
think that's what "the old fool" has in mind. 
DEAR AEBY: I am not complaining, because my husband 
provides very generously for me and is a kind and con- 
siderate man. The problem is his first wife, who has custody 
of their two children, 10 and 13. She is now married to a man 
who has a very limited income, but she acts like she is still 
married to my husband. She is constantly asking for money 
over and above the $600 a month the courts awarded her for 
child support. 
My husband never refuses her because he doesn't want to 
deprive his children of anything. Like I said, he gives me 
everything I want, but it bugs me to see her take advantage 
of him. 
There may not be an answer to this, but it makes me feel 
better to talk out my feelings, I never bring it up to him. 
Should I? 
NUMBER TWO 
DEAR NUMBER TWO: No, Since he ean well allord to 
support two lamllies, aay nothing. Your problem is a thorn 
in the side of almost every woman who marries a man with a 
previous lsmlly. Be gratelul that he's the kind o! lather who 
is more generous to his children than the law demtmds. 
DEAR AEBY: This is my second letter to you. I wrote to 
you 20 years ago in care of the Houston Post and asked your 
advice about marrying a man 17 years older than myself. 1 
was 25 at the time and Mel was 42, 
You wrote back and said, '*There are no rules about age. 
Some people are 'old' at 30, and others are 'young' at 60, It 
all depends on their h~alth, attitude and outlook," 
Well, I felt that Mel was young at 42, so I married him. We 
will celebrate our 20th wedding anniversary next week and 
couldn't be happier. Oh, yes, we have two fine sons, 16 and 
18, of whom we are very proud, 
I thought you'd enjoy knowing how your advice turned 
out, Thanks, Abby. I sure do owe you a lot. 
MEL'S WIFE, 
DEAR WIFE: You owe me nothing. Your letter made my 
day. Thanks for writing, and eongratulationel 
buffet 
parties 
enter.tain m r "111 m 
eas].]y GORDON 
Next time you give a par- 
ty, plan a Imweahh: feast. 
lhwe a ,,uffet din,,er party AND 
that allows you to prepare 
yllur fare ahead 11f time ' ' 
and transport hose deleet- ~:W~E' =o.,.. ANDERSON aide dishes from the freer- 
smartly-set tul)le. 
Tips for buffet entertain- 
iug. ineluding eight great 
recipes arc spelled out in a 
new hnokh, t, "'ih)w To 
lhwe The Nicest Parties", 
puhlisht:d for Temper-ware 
l)y l,enox China. Telnper- 
ware is .'m informal dinner- 
ware collection with 20 eo- 
ortlin;tted cook-and-serve 
pieces in ten colorfill pat- 
terns. Indnded arc flor- 
Ills. hold geometries, fresh 
country looks, m)d tradi- 
tional designs. • 
Buffet entertuining,-suys 
tilt, Iiooklet, lets you move 
your purty to ('he living 
room or kitchen, or even 
set np outdoors, tempera- 
ture perutitting. You eau 
serve fi'om a hutch, side- 
Iio:ml, cal)inet, tar u kitch- 
e l l  COllnter. C, tleSts ean 
mix aud mingle and flow 
thrtlugh tilt. party without 
the constraint of a fi)r=nal 
st';tt in~ arratlgelnent. 
You too. will l)e sills to 
eujtly yourself Its ml,ch as 
vtlttr t't)nq).'m.v if yo.' l l  pre- 
p:ire lll(TSt t l f  yonr  dishes 
ahead of time and freeze 
them. Then they'll it, read); 
to pop in liB' oven the 
day of the party. .... "~: 
Cht,ck (heat, ideas, ill- 
cl .dt'd iu lhe btlokh,t, bt,- 
ftH'e .vt)ll pl:ul ytlllr IIt'xt 
bllfft't dillncr: , 
• (:t)ordillatt' tilt, IIRtllll 
and t;ihle sl'tti,g ill 
tt,l'ln~ td' thellle slid 
('IdOl'. Key 'vtlllr Iinil'el 
tahh, t(i your diltnt,r- 
W~tl'e sl id t)t]lt'l' dtlulin- 
alia t'Oltll'S ill tilt' rOtHll. 
• Set azl Il l ltIMla[ celltt'r- 
ilicve on the lahle - 
a. old cLdl'ee ~iimhu' 
or watel'in~ can filled 
with fresh flowers or 
fi'uits and fer,ls. 
• Spark a warm gltlw 
with colorful candh,s 
of varying sizes" and 
sllapes that pick up 
the hue of your dinner- 
ware. 
'FEB'75 Form 103 
BUFFET ENTERTAINING is a festive affair when you set your table 
with fresh flowers, glowing candles, and an informal collection of 
dinnerware and coordmated cook and serve pieces that go from 
freezer-to.oven to your bulfet table. The fondue with warmer 
stand and large, oval casserole in Temper-ware's "Percussion" 
pattern let the guests serve themselves at dinner time. Lenox's 
"Antique Brown" crystal coordinates well with "Percussion's" blue 
and brown design, 
September 13 
T.V. GUIDE 




























Name that Tune 
Canine Hall of 
Fame 
Big Event  
News 
Best of Carson 
New H igh  
Roller.s 





























Search for  
Tomorrow 
Bob McLean 
5 p,m, to midnight 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
6 Million Dollar 
Man 
.News Hour 
Wor ld  of  
Wizards 












































Two Men '  
,m'  :'10~5 Another World Edge of NIQht Another World 
~r  130 High Hopes 
i : 45 ,, 
:00 Movie T a k e 3 O Alan Hamel Architectural 
I~  : 15 'Sebastian' ' Odyssey 
- • :30 Celebrity Cooks 
V :45 
A :1o~ Flintstones Price is Right Sesame St, 







Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lscelle Ave., Terrace 
Ph, 636-6676 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m, 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. CLOSED MONOA¥ 
( 'HARGEX 
VISA 
